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Angle. 
8°-48 ft. 
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7°~9 ft. 
6°—22 ft. 
S°-44 ft.

turnout rail to the main track, e.g., a No. ^ frog means that 
the two legs are inclined at an angle of i in 7. 
frogs in general use for ordinary railway work are as follows •

Now, the

The No. 6 frog is only now being used in very excep
tional cases, as it has been found to require too sharp a cur

ia thpajj e Past few years a great deal of attention has been 
so y t0 design of railway switches and turnouts. It is not 
old th-y many years ago since railway engineers put

ng for a switch, whereas in these days of scientific 
enient it is a subject which is dealt with 

t^atical basis. It is not the writer’s intention here to 
With

in “any
refin

on a proper“rathe
deal

a number of abstruse mathematical calculations, 
a general description of the construction of

but tQ give
Switch
and th S an<* t^oir assembling in groups to give yard layouts, 

5 Problems that railway men have to contend with in 
“mg these layouts, 

brief

desi

description of the construction of a standard 
With the names of the various component parts is first^itch

l -3* s

/- cf 5»a,
e

c
Turnout.Fig. 1.—Simple

Pessary.

switch
Referring to Fig. 1, the switch is made up of 

Points “aa,” a frog “b,” two guard rails “cc,”
vature to be able to accommodate the large equipment in 
general use ; the No. 7 frog is also being largely discarded 
except on branch lines and freight tracks. The No. 8, 9 
and 10 frogs are in general use, and in some cases frogs as 
flat as the No. 12 are used, such as for main line connections 
from a through main line to a local.

The switch points are usually made about 15 feet long, 
but a number of roads are adopting the 16-ft. 6-in. points in 
order to give an easier riding switch. They have a “throw” 
of 6 inches at the point, and at the fixed end there is a dis
tance of 5% inches from guage line to guage line of the 
two rails.

Now, after the frog and the points are selected they have 
to be connected with a curve on one rail and a piece of 
straight track on the other, or even a curve on both rails, 
as the case may be, but taking the case of one straight track 
and the curved turnout, the switch points and frog have to 
be spaced at such a distance apart that a curve of uniform 
radius will be tangential to the heel of the switch and the toe 
of the frog, The distance apart of the point of switch and 
the point of the frog (the lead) and the equivalent radius 
and degree of curve is given in the following table, for 
with 15-ft. switch points :

fWo
th

'V> c°nnecting or closure rails “d,” the through rails 
S"itch r?( ca^ed the stock rails ; “ff” are the points of the 
frog ’ &B” the heel of the switch, “h” is the toe of the
sWitcjt i” is the heel. The distance from the point of 

. to the point of frog is called the “lead.”
caed to the inside of the outer rails opposite the 

ecj two guard rails, varying from 8 to 12 feet long, 
°v«r tjj ere to control any side-play of the wheels passing 
rail i,j * and so preventing the flanges mounting the
''’ayg ead of passing the point of the frog in the flange-

^Ptovided.
areSfe gUar<I rails are usually made from standard rail 

jaatiJ1.gs astened to the running rail and the ties by special 
faci];tat The ends of the rails are splayed outwards to 

Th 6 tbe Panins of the wheel flanges into the flanges. 
cj *H 0 features which vary in different switches are the 

Abated }he frog- and the lead. The frogs are always de- 
y a number, which denotes the inclination of the

Consistant 
Action.

fro8 arePlac
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is usually rather a serious situation as it is almost always 
desirable to get the longest track possible, or at any rate t0 
get the tracks as nearly the same length as possible, but 1 
is readily seen that in order to make the last track longer 1 
is only necessary to increase the angle which the laddei 
makes with the main yard tracks, the effect of this being t0 
reduce the distance between the frogs, which do not 
point in the same direction as the yard tracks, and so have 
to be placed closer to the first track in order to allow room

Equiv.
degree of curve. 

140- oft. 
io°- o ft. 
8°-io ft.
5°-4oft.

Equiv. 
radius. 
410 ft. 
573 ft. 
702 ft. 

1,011 ft.

Actual 
lead. 
60 ft. 
66 ft. 
75 ft. 
82 ft.

No. of frog.
7
8

now
This equivalent radius of 410 feet just about corresponds 

with the minimum radius that most standard railways are

Fig. 2.—Ladder at Angle of Frogs.

between the heel of the frog and tb®
anglefor the necessary curve

tangent, as is shown in Fig. 3. Now, the maximum _ 
at which the ladder track can be placed is fixed in this wa- 
the distance from the point of switch to the point of r _ 
(assuming the use of No. 8 frogs) is 66 ft., the standard ^ 
tance from point of frog to the heel is 9 ft., and the close 
distance' that the point of one switch can be placed to 
heel of the frog of the preceding switch is 3 ft., to alio" 
the angle plates of the joint, thus we have the minim ^ 
distance between frogs is 78 ft., thus giving an angle 0

willing to adopt, even for spur tracks and sidings away from 
the main line, the large switching and main line engines be
ing unable to cope with sharper curves without frequent de
railments.

Whatever design for a layout of switches and tracks is 
considered, the three details given in the table above have 
to be borne in mind, i.e., the angle of the frog, the lead and 
the curvature.

The three commonest positions of the switch are in the 
simple turnout, the crossover and the “ladder.” In the de
sign of a crossover the piece of track between the two main

the

Usi°£in 5.2 for 13-ft. centres or 1 in 6.5 for 12-ft. centres.

Fig. 3.—Ladder at Sharper Angle Than Frogs.

ill"these figures in a yard of 7 tracks there would be an 
creased length in the last track of about 180 ft. and a 
portional increase in the other tracks.

It is not usual in good railway practice to put more 
9 or 10 tracks on the one ladder, as this has been foun 
experience to be the maximum number that can be efficl 
operated by one engine, except in special cases ; for ins 
where the tracks are used solely for storage purposes.
4 shows a typical arrangement of tracks with two 
serving 18 tracks in all.

tracks and connecting the two frogs is always made straight 
and the distance in between the frogs is easily obtained, 
knowing the frog angle and the distance between track 
centres.

pro-

In the case of No. 10 frogs and 13-ft. centres between 
tracks this distance is 34 ft., thus making the total length of 
crossover 198 ft.

The design of a ladder requires more considera
tion, and conditions such as property limits, track 
capacity, etc., have to be dealt with, but if there are no such

Tig-
ladderS

Fig. 4.—Typical Ladders at End of Yard.

d>'ositeIt is usual to extend the first track in the opp 
rection to the yard, to make a switching lead,
Fig. 4 ; this lead allowing switching engines to make UP

limiting conditions a simple straight ladder can be laid out 
so that the ladder track is at the same angle with the yard 
tracks as the angle of the frog that is to be used in the 
switches, in which case the frogs are set at the intersection 
of the gauge lines of the two rails, as is shown in Fig. 2. 
If the first frog in the ladder is located it is a simple matter 
to find the distances between all the frogs on the ladder, e.g., 
if No. 8 frogs are to be used, and the tracks are 13-ft. centres, 
the frogs will be 8 x 13 = 104 feet apart, so that if there 
are going to be, say, 7 tracks connected to the ladder the 
last track will be about 700 feet shorter than the first. This

in
as

various trains without encroaching on the main ^ne^eepe' 
In some instances it is desirable to put in even 5 ve> 

ladders than can be done by the methods described a ^ 
especially in cities and towns where land is valua jj,
must be occupied to the greatest possible advantage- 
cases like this a ladder can be used, as shown in Fig- ^o(lg 

This ladder, although giving the advantage of 
tracks, has the disadvantage of having the switches

O

O



■tig j
shoC^s. A typical layout for 

j'n ^’g- 6, giving two main
for sto and outbound freight, with a space between them 

^ aSre, caboose, and engine tracks, yard offices, etc. 
,^p<' °f combined switch and crossover, known as a

sWttch

yard of this nature is 
irds for the sorting of

sliE
crossing, is shown in Fig. 7, and is being largely 

P'aces where great flexibility of movement is requir
es,, j 

9 in

This type of double ladder with slip switches is rapidly- 
coming into use in terminals where a large number of trains
are handled, as it does away with a great deal of the conges
tion that is liable to take place through one train having to- 
wait outside the terminal while another one is just leaving. 
This leads to delays, one delay leads to another, and the 
working arrangements of the whole terminal are upset,
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ed. As will be seen, this crossing will give two alternative 
routes for a train coming in any of the four directions. In 
construction it is a regular diamond crossing, with the sides 
connected with switch points and closure. It cannot be con
veniently used for tracks which cross at a sharper angle than 
1 in 7 because the switch points, frogs, guard rails, etc., be
come too crowded together to permit of their proper con
struction.

P°site sides of the main track, so that the switchmen have to 
continually crossing and recrossing the track in front of 

e switching engine and trains.
bhe main ladder track has to be placed at such an angle 

0 the yard tracks that there will be enough curvature be- 
^Ween the heels of the frogs in the ladder track, and the 

flight tracks to which they connect, to allow a second 
"■‘tch to be placed within this curve. The primary switches

Fig. 5.—Ladder at Sharp Angle.

track6 ^adder tra<* are directly connected to each alternate 
track' an<* t^le sec°ndary switches pick up the remaining 
*ha typical layout in Fig. 5 shows the method better
p0 . can be described. A certain amount of variation is 
the ]' ^ t^e an8'le of the ladder track, but it is limited by 
ceiureen^s °f the switches, the frog angles and the track

In a slip switch of this nature the movement of all the 
points is made by one lever being placed at the centre of the 
crossing, but the use of this crossing is not considered very 
advisable except in yards with interlocking apparatus, owing 
to the increased liability to accident through two trains 
ing together, either “head on” or “sideswiping. ”

These slip switch crossings have enabled a design to be 
made for track layouts which is now being used in various 
forms in general large passenger terminals, 
idea of this layout is shown in Fig. 8, and it will be readily 
seen that great flexibility of train movement can be obtained.

com-

Hot S ^e seen fr°m the plan of this type of layout, it is 
but ^°fs*t>le to connect the first, or No. 1 track to the ladder, 
Uiain ]-S difficulty *s easily overcome by running it into the

The general

or else, as shown dotted, from No. 2 track.

Fig. 6.—Parallel Ladders.

a Itfr
a yard equently happens that the ladder track at the end of 
tan cannot be located where the main tracks are on a 
th„8'ent ’ *n which case the ladder track has to be built to

e same .
0utside 
Pitches 
When the

as either an incoming or outgoing train can keep to its 
rect track practically to the end of the platform to or from 
which it is bound, 
platform 7 will take the switch to the right at the point “b” 
and thus be on its own right-hand track, and be independent 
of trains arriving at the platforms beyond No. 7. Similarly 
an incoming train will keep to the right-hand track as far as 
possible and only cross over to its own platform track as 
close to it as possible. The switches marked “b” in Fig. 8 
are slip switch crossovers similar to that shown in detail in 
Fig. 7, but those marked “a” have the connecting switch 
the lower side only, so are “half slips.”

cor-

For instance, an outgoing train from
curvature as the main line, but if the yard is on the 

°f the curve, it becomes difficult to lay down the 
without excessive curvature and the limit is reached
curvature of the switch added to the curvature of 

ojain line reaches the maximum permissable curvature. 
ofteil j .n height classification and storage yards are very 
the signed so that all the tracks forming one “set” are 
the yame *ength, thus reducing the difficulties of operating 

through having a number of tracks of greatly

the

on
vary-

Flg. 7.—Slip-Switch Crossing.
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as are often obtained at junctions between stations where 
trains will frequently pass from the main line to the branch 
at as high a speed as 60 miles an hour. To meet these re* 
quirements the switch points are made very much longer and 
the whole switch is constructed on the principle of a spira' 
curve.

whereas the double ladder permits the greatest number of 
movements either from one platform to another or of the 
main line trains, to be made without interference. A layout 
of this nature can only be economically used where an in
terlocking plant is in operation.

In main line work refinements have to be made in the 
switches to make them easy riding, such as the use of longer 
switch points, and spring frogs. The latter are made with

Great strides have been made in this subject during the 
past years, but even now it is quite possible to see yards

Fig. 8.—Double Ladder, With Slip-Switch Crossings.

with a jumble of switches at their extremities which might 
have been made into orderly ladders, and with “stub 
switches which should be on the scrap heap ; but these 
all no doubt be replaced in the course of a few years with the 
neat and efficient layouts that are now in general use in 
modern track construction.

one arm pivoted in such a way that ordinarily the main line 
rail is continuous, but when the turnout is being used the 
wheel 'flanges of the cars push this arm to one side, against 
the pressure of a strong spring.

On the railways in Great Britain even greater refine
ments are carried out with switches, to meet such conditions

will

SEWER CONSTRUCTION.

speedily sink to their death if not rescued.’’ There you have 
West Liberty. Molasses, soft glue, or crude tar come near- 
est. By various sewer men it was designated as quicksand, 
floating clay, sea mud, boiling sand, and worse. I would 
designate it as a silt deposit of some ancient lake bed. ft 
varied from a fine, silty sand to a molasses-like mud, in 
which men frequently sank to their hips and were pulled ou1 
with ropes, and it would go anywhere that water would.

The first encounter with this was fouirht out in the usua 
way, with hand-driven sheeting afterward removed, 
block about 300 ft. long, put in in this way. was clear a° 
in good shape when finished; later tne sides semea and t 
whole line was heaved out of line and grade and nearly every 

The various ordinary expedients of seWef

The laying of sewer pipe by contractors in treacherous 
ground of the quick sand type usually means pecuniary loss 
for the contractor if he was unaware, at the time of making 
his bids, of the soil of the above type he would encounter. 
A description of the troubles aind difficulties of this kind un
expectedly run into is given in a paper presented before the 
Iowa Engineering Society, by C. P. Chase, and reads as 
follows :—

A contract was let in October, 1910, to Mr. C. R. 
Nichols, embracing 5% miles of 8-in. to 15-in. pipe sewers, 
with manholes and flush-tanks, and a reinforced concrete 
septic tank with dosing chambers and sand filters.

It was expected to begin work at once, but the contractor 
was busy and let it go over winter. Conditions early in 1911 
were ideal ; but the contractor failed to begin, though con
stantly urged. At last, in July, 1911, work was begun on the 
disposal plant by a sub-contractor and the grading done and 
excavation made for the tank. Here the contractor, tied up 
by other affairs, abandoned the work.

The council gave notice to the bonding company to take 
up the work, and very shortly it came forward and agreed to 
complete the job. The contract was placed in the hands of 
the Lytle Construction Company, of Sioux City, which im
mediately began operations. The first trenching machines 
steamed up on Aug. 20, 1911, and conditions seemed to be 
favorable for completion that season.

In the deepest cut of some 21 ft. the machine cut to grade 
with no bracing and ditch dry as a bone. A large number 
of laterals on the east side were built, with cuts from 7 to 
20 ft., with an occasional brace, the machines making in 
some instances as high as 650 ft. in one day on a 6 to 8-ft. 
trench. The laterals were nearly in before cold weather, but 
in the meantime, on the other branch of the main sewer, 
something had happened. As will be remembered, 1910 and 
1911 to the fall of the latter year were very dry; this was 
especially true around West Liberty. A rain of several days 
came about Oct. 1, and the dry ground in 48 hours was filled 
with water, there to remain.

Quicksand.—In a recent English lawsuit a lawyer de
scribed a certain quicksand that had resulted disastrously to 
his client as “an oily, slithery, nasty mess, where men would

On*

pipe crushed, 
building were tried without much success.

First a small section was taken out by hand, driving 
sheeting down as the excavation proceeded ; when to gra 
short ship lap was driven about 2 ft. below grade and left 
ft. above. Straw, cinders, stone, brickbats and other 108 
terial simply floated away, the great trouble being that afte* 
the pipe was laid the bottom of the trench would raise 
from pressure of the sides and break open the joints or 
crush the pipe.

even

strenuou5It was seen that although expensive, more 
methods must be adopted, and that perfectly tight sheetin^ 
must be used, of sufficient strength to hold the side press 
and that it must be secured and left in. It was also found

Annottto be impossible to depend on hand driving. An 
hammer and a proper outfit were secured. To prepare ^ 
sheeting, the ditch was opened with a trenching machine 
deep as the banks would stand, which was from 6 to 9 
much better success attending machine digging than 
digging. Then 2 x 12-in. tight sheeting was driven 
3 ft. below the grade of the flow line of the pipe, thoroug ^ 
cross-braced and spiked. It was allowed to remain in 
trench. Any attempt to remove the sheeting was atte 
with almost immediate disaster.

Two methods of placing and driving the sheeting 
employed. In both cases the excavation was carried

for

ft.,
ban<i

about

nded

were
doW1
bein#6 to 9 ft. with a trenching machine, temporary braces

hold the clay banks until the stringers could be p'aCed.
set to
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, method a set of 4 x 6-in stringers was placed at
. e bottom of the machine-dug trench,

placed next to the bank and separated from the 4 x 6-in. 
mSer by a 2-in. block, much care being taken to have 

em set plumb, otherwise the sheeting would drive crooked, 
similar set was placed about 3 ft. below the surface of the 
°U'nd and the sheeting driven between the 2 x 6-in. and
e 4 x 6-in. sets. A timber frame 16 ft. high was construct

ed on
ham 
tram 
form

buried in concrete to distribute the weight and 
crushing.

In some places where concrete was being placed for 
foundation the sand boiled up through the concrete before 
it had time to set and rendered it useless. To overcome this, 
inch boards were laid lengthwise in the bottom of the trench 
the full width and nailed together. They were then worked 
down through the sand and water as far as they would go, 
sufficient excavating having been done to permit the boards 
to be worked down to a point 6 or 8 in. below grade. The 
sand and water were then cleaned off the boards and the 
concrete placed. The time saved in this way more than paid 
for the boards, and a much better foundation was obtained.

Of all the equipment which the contractor had on the 
work the steam hammer and the derrick device for handling 
wet excavation gave him the best returns on the investment 
for plant.

Occasionally there would be an oasis in this sea of ante
diluvian mud where a good bottom could be secured by mix
ing cinders with it. This seemed to work where it was 
sticky, with clay predominating. It would fill up and bind, 
but if fine sand predominated, cinders were useless.

All pipe was eventually covered with dry earth and the 
fill was compacted by tamping to a depth of several feet.

Railroad.—Where the 15-in. main crossed the Chicago, 
Rock Island and Pacific right-of-way an attempt was made 
to tunnel the main tracks ; but the sand was so bad that it 
was finally found necessary to drive a temporary bridge of 
15-ft. span under each of the two main tracks and make the 
excavation in open cut. Under the stringers of the bridges 
for a space of several feet horizontal sheeting was set, and 
below this 2 x 8-in. sheeting was driven down below grade 
by hand. Outside the main tracks steel sheeting was driven 
and later pulled, using a 6-ton Triplex block. Cast-iron 
pipe was used across the right-of-way, and it was not thought 
necessary to leave sheeting in the trench. As the sand of
fered no foundation for the cast-iron pipe, brickbats and 
concrete were placed under the joints. The excavation was 
carried down below grade, a wagon load of brickbats dump
ed at the place where the joint would come, and about one- 
half or three-fourths of a cubic yard of concrete dumped 
from large buckets on the brick. So much sand was taken 
out at this place that the banks settled considerably, more 
than 1 ft. at one point. This line of sewer, however, showed 
up well on final inspection.

The contract, which ordinarily would take six months, 
was completed in November, 1912, and much credit is due 
to the contractor for the gameness with which he stuck and 
finished the work.

prevent
2 x 6-in. stringer be-

a platform wide enough to span the trencn, and the 
tuer suspended on a trolley running on a 7-in. I-beam set 
sversely to the trench at the top of the frame. The plat- 

was build on skids parallel with the trench, so that it 
Th* ^ easllY m°ved forward as the driving progressed, 

e hammer was operated between two pairs of guide rods 
e of galvanized iron pipe, a gasoline engine and hoist

ng used. With this method and equipment an average of 
about 60
ti^Ven Per day at a cost for labor of 50 cents per lineal foot 
y trench and a total cost for sheeting of about $3.20 per 

al foot. It was hard to keep the outfit upright and 
q dy« and this reduced considerably the driving power. 
^ y 0tle Plank could be set on each side of the trench at a 
itn 8’ tna^*n8' it necessary to move every foot, which was 

Practicable and too expensive.

pieces of 2 x 12-in. timber, 18 ft. long, could be

the second method blocks were set between the 4x6- 
stringers and the 2 x 6-in. stringers omitted. The steam

bananier
guide
^ding through iron loops fastened to the end of the boom. 
de 6 f errick was erected on a platform similar to the one 
rjc^Cri ed above, and in such a way that the foot of the der- 

was over the centre of the trench. In this way about 34 
de es °f sheeting could be driven from one position. The 
yab ‘Cb was then moved forward and the driving continued. 
tye 0rers set up the sheeting ready for the driver as soon as 
ke Strrngers were in place, so that the hammer could be 
pieg COnstamtly at work. With this method the number of 
a c 6S driVen per day was increased about 30 per cent., with 

responding decrease in cost.

in.

was handled by a derrick with a 20-ft. boom, the 
r°ds in this case being made fast to the hammer, and

bllc,ReniovinS Material.—The quicksand was taken out in 
derr'ets °f %-cu. yd. capacity. To handle the buckets, two 
erec*C^s made of 6 x 6-in. timbers, with 20-ft. booms, were 
tren ^ °n opposite ends of a platform made to span the 
peryC " A four-post frame made of 6 x 6-in. timbers pro- 

raced held the derricks in place. On the platform 
' ‘b the frame a 4-h.p. gasoline engine furnished power 
op e hoists, which were so arranged that one man could 
hand'1/6 kQth derricks. This apparatus was employed to 
Was ® the steam hammer, and when hitched to a scraper 
that ^ S° USed f°*r backfilling. The blocks were so arranged 
6(j 'n raising a full bucket from the trench its weight pull-

6 boom around to the side of the trench where the bucket 
to b

for

ROAD GRANTS IN ENGLAND.
Was
oper ~e emptied. Seven men were ordinarily sufficient to 
forp,61® fhis device, doing more and better work than 14 
shui] y- accomPlished by hand. Without it or something 
Plac &r h would have been almost impossible in the worst 
spite to make any progress against the quicksand ; for in 
thr0„ tiflht sheeting, carefully driven, the sand ran in 
Q u£h the
apna S,'°nally after half a day’s work there were no 

ent in the trench.

Considerable dissatisfaction exists among highway au
thorities in London, England, at the manner in which the 
Road Board is dispensing financial assistance for the repair 
of roads damaged, chiefly by heavy motor traffic. The board 
hinted at the outset that it was prepared to make grants 
and loans to the authorities in the metropolitan police area 
up to the amount of £250,000. But it seems that no authority 
can get a grant unless it is itself prepared to spend three or 
four times as much as the grant, and is considered that this 
policy is a direct incitement to local bodies to spend more 
money than the circumstances of the case demand. Road 
board grants, it is claimed, should be unconditional, and 
that local authorities should not be forced to spend large 
sums out of the rates for the special benefit of motor traffic. 
So strong is the resentment of the authorities on this policy 
that the subject is to be raised in parliament at the first 
favorable opportunity.

smallest cracks and boiled up from the bottom.
results

tre.ncv,reParing Bottom.—With the sheeting in place, and the 
Pare r eXcavated, special methods had to be devised to pre- 
c°6crp< r P’Pe layin£- Cinders, straw, brickbats, piling and 
chose^te Were experimented with, and at last concrete was 

to keep the sheeting from pressing in and
Pipe or disturbing the pipe, and, second, to obtain a 
Pipe The concrete placed' one day was not used to lay

°n Until the next. Half of the diameter of the pipe was
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of boiling pitch and creosote oil, grouted with Portland ce
ment and top dressed with fine shingle on an old 6-in. found
ation broken up and a new Portland cement foundation 9 in- 
thick, including 1 in. floating formed. The foundation was 
laid by the local authority, the paving by a contractor at 
cost of from $1.36 to $1.38 per yard super, without founda
tion. The 4-in. Jarrah blocks which this paving replace 
had been down for eleven years in these heavy traffic roads- 
In Heath Street, where the traffic is limited, these block5 
were laid in the same manner on an existing foundation made 
good and refloated with Portland cement and sand, at a cost 
of $1.70 per yard super., including the work of remaking th® 
foundation. The 5-in. deal blocks which this paving re 
placed had been down nineteen years.

In Finchley Road, a heavy traffic thoroughfare, 8-in- ^ 
3-in. by 3%-in. sectional Jarrah blocks were laid, the courses 
divided by fillets of %-in. in depth and 1/12 in. in thickness) 
the joints being filled in with a mixture of boiling bitumen- 
They were laid on an existing foundation made up to the Pr° 
per level with Portland cement concrete, and refloated wl 
Portland cement and sand at a cost of $3.29, including 
cost of the work of remaking the foundation. The Jarraj 
blocks which this paving replaced had been down eleven 
twelve years. The surveyor states that this sectional bl° r 
paving has proved very satisfactory after an experience 
seven years ; the wear is smooth and even, and there 
corrugation of the paving as in ordinary hardwood paving-

laid
wer«

STREET PAVING IN ENGLAND.

The Metropolitan Paving Committee, of London, Eng
land, have recently issued their tenth annual report relative 
to paving work compiled from information furnished by the 
engineers to the authorities concerned. As this information 
is very complete in its way, it may be of interest to Canadian 
engineers as regards cost comparisons. It should always be 
remembered that our more rigorous climate and the differ
ence of the labor wage, lessens the value of this report as far 
as Canadian practice is concerned. We are of the opinion 
that a perusal and study of its contents is nevertheless both 
advisable to all interested in road building.

The brief summary of the work done is taken from The 
Surveyor, of London, England, February 21st, 1913. The 
prices mentioned have been changed to the decimal system of 
coinage to suit our Canadian readers.

Principal Kind of Paving Laid.—The bulk of the paving 
laid down in the districts mentioned in the returns during 
the year appears to have been creosoted soft wood, although 
in some instances other kinds of paving predominated. Large 
areas of tar-macadam were laid in some districts, principally 
in limited traffic residential and business streets, while a 
large amount of tar-spraying has also been undertaken.

Foundation.—In some boroughs a foundation of Portland 
cement concrete 9 in. thick (in one case 12 in.) has been 
adopted, while in others a 6-in.. foundation has been deemed 
sufficient. There is a decided tendency to increase the thick
ness of concrete foundation, owing to the detrimental effect 
of heavy motor traffic.

Effect of Motor Traffic.—Motor traffic is considered to 
be detrimental to macadam-paved roads, and the majority of 
the borough surveyors are of opinion that motor traffic has 
increased the cost of the upkeep of the roads.

Saving on Tar-sprayed Roads.—-Considerable saving 
continues to take place in those boroughs where the tar
spraying of macadam roads is largely undertaken. From the 
appended information it will be seen that a very considerable 
saving has been effected in the boroughs of Fulham, Green
wich, Hammersmith and Wandsworth in the cost of scaveng
ing, watering and maintenance of highways since the adop
tion of the system of tar-spraying macadamized roads. It is, 
moreover, generally agreed that a great improvement in the 
road results from tar-spraying.

The returns sent in during the past year have been put 
in tabulated form, and may be briefly summarized as 
follows :—

Greenwich.—Some 3,600 super, yds. of tarred macadam, 4 
in. deep, were laid in this borough. The macadam was consoli
dated with the steam roller and laid on an old foundation, 
the subsoil being gravel. The cost of laying per yard super, 
was 79c. without foundation, the work being carried out by 
the local authority. The surveyor mentions that 47,227 super 
yds. have been tar-sprayed in the borough at a total cost of 
$2,258.
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Lithofalt blocks, 9 in. by 4% in. by iM in., were 
Belsize Road, where the traffic is considerable. They 
laid on wet floating, on an existing foundation, made up 
suit the new paving. The blocks were supplied by a 
tractor, and the work was executed by the local authority, 
cost per yard super, being $1.72 with foundation.

Lithomac paving, 2 in. in thickness, was laid in Col
of $'-z3Crescent, where the traffic is considerable, at a cost 

per yard super, with foundation.
Holborn.—Most of the paving laid in this borough c°n, 

sisted of compressed rock asphalt" 2 in. thick, the P°rt “ 
cement concrete foundation being, in nearly every case, 9 
thick. The rock asphalt was compressed with heated Pel 
the cost per yard super, varying from $2.47 to $3-35 .g 
foundation, and $2.19 to $2.25 without foundation. ^c. 
paving has worn well. Some Trinidad Lake asphalt 
adam, 3 in. thick, was laid at a cost of $1.15 per yard sup 
without foundation.

crp°'
soted Swedish deal blocks, 3 in. by 9 in. by 5 in. have be,^ 
laid in pitch grout finished in cement, joints 1110 *n' ^ 
thickness, on a Portland cement concrete «foundation, 9 ^ 
to 11 in. in thickness, at a cost of $3.22 per yard super- ^ 
foundation, and $1.85 without foundation, the annual c°s 
maintenance per yard super, being 24c.

taJJlS
Kensington.—The return from this borough c° 

particulars of a new description of paving—namely, caia^Dd 
wood blocks, 9 in. by 3 in. by 4 in., grouted tar pitch 
cement, and laid on a 6 in. Portland cement concrete 
ation at a cost of $2.73 without foundation.

In Chancery Lane, where the traffic is considerable,

found'Hammersmith.—In Stamford Brook Road tar-macadam, 
composed of Trinidad Lake bitumen and granite mixed, 3 
in. thick, with a sealing coat of refined Trinidad Lake bitu
men, was laid on a foundation of old macadam at a cost of 
90c. per yard super. In another thoroughfare, with limited 
traffic, tarred-slag macadam, 3 in. thick, was laid on an old 
foundation at a cost of 67c. per yard super. In this borough 
275,164 super, yds. have been tar-sprayed at a cost of 
$2,931.11.

in-4^Creosoted deal blocks, 8 in. by 3 in. by 4 in. or 
or 5 in., were laid, grouted tar pitch and cement on 
Portland cement concrete foundation, at a cost of from 
to $2.50 with foundation, and $1.63 to $1.80 without

In Netting Hill Gate the wood paving which this . j 
ing replaced had been down twelve years, and in rest 1

which 11

a 6-i-1" 
$2-^3 

found'

taion.

thoroughfares the paving replaced wood paving 
been laid from sixteen to twenty years previously.

Hampstead.—Hard and soft wood, lithofalt block paving, 
lithomac paving and tar-macadam were laid in this borough 
during the past year. The 8-in. by 3-in. by 4-in. creosoted 
deal blocks were laid with close joints run in with a mixture

ialidem1
Kensington asphalt clinker blocks were laid in res 

thoroughfares by the local authority.
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sulphate, CuS04, when dissolved in water, dissociates into 
the positive metal ion Cu and the negative acid ion SO,. An 
electric current is transmitted through an electrolyte by the 
transfer of these ions. The electrode by which the current 
enters the electrolyte is called the anode, and the one by 
which the current leaves is called the cathode. The metal or 
hydrogen (positive) ions travel in the direction of the cur
rent and carry positive electrical charges to the cathode, and 
these metal ions, called cations,. are deposited upon or are 
liberated at the cathode. The acid (negative) ions travel 
against the current and carry negative electrical charges to 
the anode, and these acid ions, called anions, will corrode 
the anode if it is a metal which combines chemically with 
these anions. The cathode is not corroded. With an elec
trolyte of copper sulphate dissolved in water, a copper anode 
corrodes into copper sulphate and dissolves, while metallic 
copper is deposited upon the cathode. If the electrolyte is 
common salt dissolved in water, the anions are chlorine, and 
an iron anode would be corroded, the iron forming ferrous 
chloride ; the cations are sodium, and these would decom
pose the water present and liberate hydrogen at the cathode. 
These examples furnish an illustration of the fact that the 
corrosive action of the current results in supplying the elec
trolyte v'ith an equivalent of the amount of salt decomposed 
by the current, so that the electrolyte is continually replen
ished with salt and its electrolytic conducting power is there
by maintained. This salt will contain metal ions of the 
anode or hydrogen, and may be different from the original 
salt which started the action.

Street soils, when entirely dry, do not conduct electric 
currents. Under ordinary conditions, however, street soils 
contain considerable water with salts in solution, generally 
chlorines, and this makes them electrolytic conductors. When 
an electric current passes through soil it, therefore, does so 
by electrolytic conduction and by corresponding chemical 
decomposition at the electrodes. Where an electric current 
leaves an iron pipe for soil it corrodes the iron by this action 
of electrolysis. It has been claimed in the past that soils 
may conduct metallically ; but this has been disproved, and 
it is now recognized that conduction of electric current 
through soil is always electrolytic.

The rate at which ions are liberated at the electrodes is 
proportional to the current strength. With an oxidizing 
anode, such as iron or lead, the mass of anode corroded by 
one ampere in i second is equal to the electro-chemical 
equivalent of the metal of the anode. This is 0.00029 gram 
for iron (ferrous). From this the mass of iron corroded by 
1 ampere in 1 year is 0.00029 x 60 x 60 x 24 x 365 x 
0.002205 = 20 pounds (approximately). The electrochemical 
equivalent for lead is 0.0010716 gram, and the mass of lead 
corroded by 1 ampere in 1 year is 0.0010716 X 60 x 60 x 24 
X 365 X 0.002205 = 74 pounds (approximately).

The separation of the metal or hydrogen ion from the 
electrolyte in the cathode absorbs energy from the electric 
circuit and generally produces an electromotive force in the 
opposite direction to the current. The oxidation of the anode 
supplies energy to the circuit, generally producing an electro
motive force in the direction of the current. If the oxidizing 
anode is of the same metal that is being deposited upon the 
cathode, and if the electrolyte is the same at the anode and 
cathode, then there is no resultant electromotive force due 
to the electrochemical actions, and the only electromotive 
force consumed is that due to the resistance of the electrolyte 
in accordance with Ohm’s law, exactly as with a metallic 
conductor. If the metal deposited at the cathode is different 
from that oxidized at the anode, or if hydrogen is liberated 
at the cathode, or if the electrolyte at the cathode is not of 
the same composition or density as at the anode, then there 
will be a resultant electromotive force, which may be either

By A. F. Canz, M.E.*

At a recent meeting of the New England Association of 
i^as Engineers, Prof. Ganz delivered the following interest
ing lecture on Electrolysis from Stray Electric Currents. 

ntten in clear style and apparently free from the assump- 
n that those reading are all highly versed in electric tech- 
°gy, it should be instructive and pleasant reading for all.

A Definition and Theory of Electrolysis.—Electric eur
ent may be conducted in two ways: First, by metallic con- 

Uctxon ; and, second, by electrolytic conduction. Metallic 
auction occurs when an electric current passes through a 

,etal> and is characterized by the fact that no chemical 
ange is produced in the conductor, the only effect being 

Production of heat. When electric currents, therefore, 
r .s through metallic conductors, such as copper wires, 

s> or pipes, they produce no change in these conductors
except 
Chions

I

the

t0 raise their temperature. Under all ordinary con- 
stray electric currents found on underground pipes
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F,e. 1.
“-Diagram Showing Path of Current from Generator 
through Positive Feeders, Trolley Wire, Car 

and Rails.

e dot sufficiently large to appreciably heat these pipes. Un- 
ormal conditions pipes may, however, carry stray cur- 
sufficient magnitude to produce heating at moderate- 

resistance joints.
Electrolytic conduction occurs when an electric current

<ier abn 
,rents of 
‘y high

fact^u t*lrouffh an electrolyte, and is characterized by the 
. that the electric current is transmitted by a correspond
rai !ransfer of ions in solution, with the production of chemi- 
an<j Composition at the electrodes where the current enters 

eaves the electrolyte. Electrolysis may,, therefore, be 
ncd a$ chemical decomposition produced by an electric

TheIT1^ metals and for producing chemical compounds, 
"’titer wants to discuss here the destruction of under

structures caused by electrolysis from stray electric 
ents which reach these
Chemical compounds in solutions of water, constitute 

suC]i°rt^nary electrolytic conductors, 
a tlQ a high resistance that it may practically be considered 

a COnductor. It is for this reason that an iron pipe full 
anCe lnary city supply water does not have a lower resist- 

Ihan the same pipe without water. Water is, however,

curr
Electrolysis is usefully applied in the arts for the

?r°und 
Ctirr

structures.

the
Pure water itself has

of

saitsily made conducting by the addition of small amounts of 
eleCt^anf conduction through water is, therefore, always

®lectr^e ^°^°wing is a brief explanation of the theory of
conduction. When a salt is dissolved in water, 

the molecules separate or dissociate into two parts, 
4art having a positive electrical charge, and the other a

called ions. The
hegati
*hetaj Ve electrical charge, and these parts are 
aad th^artS ^0r the hydrogen) constitute the positive ions, 

e acid parts the negative ions. For instance, copper

^echnoi°f Electrical Engineering at Stevens Institute
gy.
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als°in the same or in the opposite direction as the current. It 
has been assumed by some writers in the past mat no cor
rosion from electrolysis can take place if the voltage between 
two metallic conductors in soil, such as between pipe and 
rails, is less than 1.5 volts, because this is the dissociation 
voltage of water. This, however, is entirely wrong, and it 
has been proven by many investigations, also by practical ex
perience, that the amount of corrosion produced by electrolysis 
is independent of the voltage, except in so far as this deter
mines the amount of current flowing, and that the smallest 
fraction of a volt cam produce corrosion from electrolysis un
der suitable conditions, and this is now generally recognized 
by electrical engineers.

A large number of laboratory tests have been made to 
determine whether electrolysis is produced when an alternat
ing current flows from a metal to am electrolyte ; for example, 
from a pipe to surrounding soil. These experiments indicate 
that a slight amount of electrolysis may be produced by an 
alternating current, which is generally less than 1 per cent, 
of the amount of electrolysis produced by a corresponding 
direct current. It must be remembered, however, that, in 
the case of alternating current, electrolysis would be pro
duced wherever there is a flow of alternating current between 
a metal and soil, while with direct current metallic anodes 
exist only at % the points where current flows between metal 
and electrolyte ; namely, where current leaves the metal.

Sources of Stray Electric Currents.—Stray currents are 
electric currents which have leaked from grounded electrical 
distribution systems and flow through ground and through 
underground structures. Grounded telephone and telegraph 
lines produce electric currents through ground of such very 
small magnitudes that their effects upon underground pip
ing systems can be neglected. Direct current, electric light
ing systems, in which the distribution is on the Edison 3- 
wire plan, with the neutral conductor grounded, are in 
American practice provided with such large neutral conduct
ors of copper that practically no stray currents are produced 
from such systems. This grounding of the neutral in Edi
son 3-wire systems is to serve as a safety measure, and is 
not for the purpose of using the ground to carry current.

The secondaries of transformers are also frequently 
grounded to underground pipes for the purpose of prevent
ing a high and dangerous voltage from existing between the 
secondary circuit and ground. Such ground connections, 
however, do not produce flow of current from pipes to ground 
and, therefore, such grounding of transformer secondaries 
does not cause danger from electrolysis.

Electric railways, using the running tracks for return 
conductors, often produce comparatively large stray electric 
currents through ground, and these are the only sources of 
stray currents which need be considered in practice. Direct 
current is very generally used for such electric railways, and 
it is the common practice to supply current to the care from 
an overhead trolley wire or from a third rail, and to return 
this current to the power station through the running tracks, 
supplemented where necessary by return feeders. A single
trolley electric railway is shown diagrammatically in Fig 1, 
in which the path of the electric current, from the positive 
terminal of the generator through the circuit and back to the 
negative terminal, is shown. The running tracks consist of 
rail lengths about 30 feet long, and these are mechanically 
fastened together by fishplates which consist ot steel plates 
bridging across the rail ends and bolted to both rails. Such 
fishplates, while mechanically fastening the rail lengths to
gether, do not form good electrically conducting connections 
between the successive rail lengths. For this reason, cop
per wires or straps, called rail bonds, are generally used to 
bridge across the abutting ends of the rail lengths for the 
purpose of affording a good electrically conducting path be
tween successive rail lengths. The two rails of a single-

track road, or the four rails of a double-track road, are 
generally connected together at frequent intervals by cross 
bonds so that the 2 or the 4 rails may be available for the re 
turn of current. Instead of using copper rail bonds, 
rail ends are sometimes welded together, or soft steel plateS 
are welded across each side of the abutting rail ends, 
forming both a strong mechanical and a good electrica 1 
conducting connection between the successive rail length5' 
A well bonded railway track should have a conductivity 10 
less than 80 per cent, of the equivalent conductivity of c°° 
tinuous rails. To give some idea of the relative conducts 
of steel rails, it may be stated that a single rail, weigh10 
90 pounds per yard, which is a size commonly used w° 
the traffic is heavy, has about the same conductivity as a 
per wire 1 inch in diameter. Thus the 2 rails of a sl°^0. 
track line, or the 4 rails of a double-track line, laid with ^ 
pound rails and well bonded, affotd a good conducting Pa 
for electric current.

In the simplest form of single-trolley railway, 
shown in Fig. 1, the rails are connected to the negative 
minai of the generator at the power station, and the ^ 
path for current to return to the power station is by way ^ 
the running tracks. If the running tracks are laid u - 
wooden ties above ground, with broken stone for road 
last, as is common on steam railroads which run on ^ 
own right-of-way, the rails do not come in direct contact ^ 
ground, and the return current will be practically c°° 
to the running tracks. If, however, the running track® ^ 
laid below ground so that the top of the rails is on the 
of the surface of the street, as is common in cities, t^e$1 ^ 
rails will be exposed for a considerable area to contact 
soil. If the tracks are laid on a concrete base a consider ^ 
area of the rails will similarly be in contact with the cone ^ 
Since both damp soil and damp concrete are under or 1• .
conditions conductors of electricity, part of the current re ^ 
ing through the rails will shunt from the rails through the ^ 
rounding soil, as is illustrated diagrammatically in * ■
It will be seen that, with the usual connection of PoS 
terminal of the generator to the trolley wire and the 
terminal to the rails near the power station, the current 
leave the rails for ground at points distant from the P 
station, and return to the rails in the neighborhood 0 
power station, in its path back to the negative term 
the generator. Since every electric circuit must 
pletely closed, all current escaping through ground 
again leave ground to return to the dynamo' so as to co ^gSr 
the electric circuit. When underground metallic strut ^ 
such as gas or water pipes, lie in ground in the P ,c£j)y 
these stray currents, and where these pipes have e^ectrc0l)p- 
conducting joints, such as lead-calked joints or screw 
ling joints, current will flow from ground to such P^^ef 
flow largely on such pipes in a direction towards the
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station. In the neighborhood of the power station 
rent will leave the pipes to return to the negative 
of the generator, as shown in Fig. 2.

in»1tern1

negativ6
In the negative terminal of the generator or ^otp 

bus-bar is connected to the rails, at points some dista 
the power station by means of insulated negative ^ j,® 
feeders, then, at such connection points, the rails w # 
rendered negative in potential to ground, and curre^ 
tend to flow from underground pipes through groun ^ 
turn to the rails in the neighborhood of these conne ^ 
Stray railway currents on pipes will, therefore, tend t gt 
these pipes to return to the rails in all regions where 
rails are connected to return feeders.

It must be noted that, while ordinary soil is 
of electricity, compared with metals its electrical ,,
is enormously high ; for instance, the resistance bet 
opposite faces of a foot cube of ordinary soil may ^gU^1 
anywhere from 10 to 1,000 ohms, depending upon the

a co»<<
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0 moisture and the amount of salts in the soil, while the re- 
istamce of a foot cube of iron is equal to about 0.0000004 

ms for the resistance of a foot cube of soil, it is seen that 
soil has no resistance which is of the order of 250,000,000 
times 
that is

the trolley cars back to the power station produces in these 
rails a drop in potential ; that is to say, points in the rails 
away from the power station have a positive potential with 
reference to the rails at the power station. Since potentials 
are measured relatively it is convenient to consider the nega
tive terminal of the dynamo, which is assumed connected to 
the rails at the power station, as at zero potential. The dis
tribution of potentials in the rails of a simple electric rail
way system, and in the underground piping, is illustrated in 
Fig. 2, in which convenient values have been assumed. It 
will be noted that the stray current causes the underground 
pipes to be negative to the rails at points away from the 
power station, and positive to the rails near the power sta
tion. It is also seen that the negative potential of the pipe, 
plus the drop on the pipe, plus the positive potential of the 
pipe, equals the drop in the rails. In the case assumed a 
potential difference of 550 volts is maintained at the power 
station ; of this, 10 volts is lost in the trolley wire, 520 volts 
is used by the motors of the cars, and 20 volts is left to bring 
the current back to the power station. If the negative bus
bar and the rails at the power station are considered as at 
zero potential, the rails at the car in the assumed case will 
have a potential of 4- 20 volts. Thus, for practical purposes, 
the ground with its underground pipes is subjected to a po
tential difference of 20 volts, and the amount of stray cur

as great as a body of iron of the same dimensions ; 
to say, the conductivity of iron is 250,000,000 times as 

£°od as ordinary soil. It would seem from this that current 
w°uld flow almost entirely on the good conducting rails and 
n°De through the high resistance ground. Resistance, how- 
eVer, varies directly as the length and inversely as the cross- 
action of a conductor, and with the large surface of rails 
exPOsed to the ground, the cross-section of the path of the 
current through ground is enormously great compared with 

e cross-section of the path of the current through the rails, 
matter of practice it is found that where me rails alone 

are Used for the return of current, frequently a considerable 
Portion of the total current actually leaks from rails through
ground.

As a

From the above considerations it will be seen that the 
caking of current from the rails of electric railways, pro- 
. c.lnf= stray currents through ground and on underground 
tping, does not constitute a source of loss to the railway 

company, as, for instance, would be the case with leakage 
0 gas or water.

return by ground and underground pipes as well as by
On the contrary, by allowing the current
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Fig, 2.—Diagram Showing Stray Currents and Assumed Resulting Potentials.

is^ rails» the total conductivity of the return circuit
rg lncreased, and the voltage loss in the return of this cur- 
(Qtlt i® decreased, so that there is an actual saving of power 

r\6 railway company.
lje uring the last few years alternating current has also 
e a used in a number of cases for electric railways which 
tlj ^ °y the running tracks as a return conductor. Where 
r Se rails are in contact with ground stray alternating cur- 

through ground are undoubtedly produced. As already 
sjs out, such alternating currents may produce electroly- 
^ ^bich varies up to 1 per cent, of that which would be pro- 
uaj6d by a corresponding direct current. However, no act- 
rail C3Se electrolysis from alternating currents from such 
Tit Wa^s has been reported, as far as the writer is aware. 
rai|S may be due to the fact that alternating current electric 
aJ1j'Vays in nearly all cases operate on long distance lines 
de °n their own right-of-way, where they are away from un- 
feei nd Piping networks. The author, therefore, does not 
p warranted in drawing any positive conclusion as to the 
reil. lve danger from electrolysis caused by alternating cur- 

electric railways where they operate within city limits.
General

rent produced is that due to these 20 volts. If the rails are 
laid in the usual way—that is, in contact with ground—the 
20 volts in the rails will send some shunting current through 
the ground and through the underground pipe as shown in 
the diagram. Under the assumed conditions, there is a drop 
of 8 volts from the rails to the pipe near the car, a drop of 
4 volts in the pipe itself, and a drop of 8 volts from the pipe 
through ground to the rails at the power station. It is, there
fore, seen that it is the potential difference or drop in ground
ed rails caused by the return current which is the cause of 
stray currents through ground. Attempts should, therefore, 
be made to keep the potential difference or drop in rails as 
low as practicable, in order to keep stray currents through 
ground down to a minimum.

From the explanation of metallic and electrolytic con
duction given in the first part of the paper, it will be under
stood thàt, where stray currents flow on underground pipes, 
they do no harm, except where they leave the pipes to flow 
to the surrounding soil. At such points corrosion of the iron 
from electrolysis will take place, and theoretically there will 
be a loss of 20 pounds of iron per year for every ampere of 
electric current leaving the iron. Some have assumed that, 
with the low densities at which current generally leaves un-

Currents on Under-Effects of Stray Electric 
Piping.—The current flowing through the rails fromRr°und



For those interested in estimating the required radiatif 
for residences the following formula and tables presented 1 
an article in The National Builder should prove of value.
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Whether or not the mixture of iron oxide and graphite re
sulting from electrolysis remains in place so as to maintain 
a pipe gas or water tight, depends upon the surrounding sod 
conditions. It is, therefore, seen that an underground pipi°£ 
system may be suffering severely from electrolysis without 
having given any outward sign of the damage. A physical 
examination with a test hammer is required in the case of
cast iron piping to establish definitely whether or not it has 
been damaged by electrolysis.

For a given current leaving an iron pipe, there is prac
tically no difference in the amount of iron destroyed between 
cast iron, wrought iron and steel The electrical resistivity 
of cast iron is, however, about 10 times as great as that o 
wrought iron or steel, and the usual lead joints in cast if0D 
pipes also have a resistance many times greater than t*1® 
screw-coupling joints usual with wrought iron and stee 
pipes. For these reasons a given voltage drop through 
ground will cause a much smaller current to flow on a 
iron pipe than on a wrought iron or steel pipe, thus practic 
ally making cast iron pipes much less subject to electroly5 
than wrought iron or steel pipes. The most frequent datnag6 
from electrolysis is found in the case of service pipes whet® 
these cross under trolley rails or other underground c0D 
ductors to which they are positive. Examples of destruction 
of pipes by electrolysis which are often found in practice w 
be taken up later under the heading of “Damage and Da® 
ger Produced by Stray Electric Currents on UndergroUD 
Piping.”

cast

(To be continued.)

RADIATION IN HOUSE HEATING.

By C. F. Smith.
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Diagram of Heat Units to be added 
for Different Exposures.
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halls. In large living rooms or parlors, two air changeS ^ 
hour, he states, should be provided for. Mr. Smith’s f°rin 
is as follows :—
B.T.U. required = WxK + GxL + CxNX 
a certain percentage for exposure in accordance 
following diagram.

The formula is based on one change of air per
living rooms and bed rooms and three changes per

T + 
with tbe

derground pipes, little or no corrosion is produced. A num
ber of experiments made by the writer have clearly shown, 
however, that, even when current leaves iron for street soil 
at an extremely low density, corrosion is produced which is 
at least equal to, and frequently greater than, the theoretical 
amount. This increase of "the actual over the theoretical 
amount is undoubtedly due to secondary chemical reactions 
set up by the action of electrolysis.

The underground structures which are most likely to be 
subjected to destruction from electrolysis, caused by stray 
electric currents, are piping systems and lead cable systems. 
From what has been said above it will be seen that oxidation 
or corrosion of such pipes or cable sheaths will occur 
wherever current leaves the pipe or cable sheath for ground. 
In the simplest case, illustrated in Fig. 2, current flows 
from rails through ground to the pipes at points distant from 
the power station, flows along the pipes and leaves the pipes 
to return through ground to the rails in the neighborhood of 
the power station. Where the current flows from the rails to 
ground the rails will be corroded, and where the current 
flows from the pipes to ground the pipes will be corroded. If 
the pipe line is a uniform electrical conductor, and the rela
tive arrangements are as shown in Fig. 2, then the pipes 
will be corroded only in the neighborhood of the power sta
tion. If however, the pipe line is not a uniform conductor, 
as, for instance, if there are one or more high resistance 
joints in such pipe line, then the current on the pipe will 
shunt around these high resistance joints to produce oxida
tion or corrosion on one side of the joint. This action gives 
rise to joint corrosion, which is frequently found. Where 
there are two or more underground piping systems it also fre
quently happens that current shunts from one piping system 
to another through the intervening soil, producing electroly
tic corrosion where the current leaves the pipe. Such shunt
ing currents are often caused by accidental high resistance 
joints in one of the pipe lines, and such shunting may occur 
anywhere and without reference to the location of the rail
way power station. Where a direct-current trolley railway 
system passes through a town which has an independent pip
ing network, and where the power station supplying the trol
ley line is in some other locality, then if stray electric cur
rents are produced from the trolley line where it passes 
through the town, they will flow on the piping system, mak
ing this piping system positive to ground and to rails in the 
direction towards the railway power station and negative in 
the direction away from the railway power station. In this 
case electrolysis of the piping will be produced at the ends 
of the piping system towards the railway power station.

Where current leaves a wrought iron or steel pipe for 
ground, the oxide of iron resulting from electrolysis is dif
fused through the soil, and streaks of iron oxide" can gener
ally be found in the surrounding soil. Electrolysis of wrought 
iron or steel pipes usually results in pits, which eventually 
go entirely through the wall of the pipe. It has frequently 
been found in practice in the case of gas pipes that where 
a service of pipe lies in clay or other tightly packed soil, it 
may be pitted through in many places without giving any ex
ternal sign of leakage, because the soil surrounding the 
pipe maintains it gas tight. When cast iron is corroded by 
electrolysis, the oxide of iron mixed with graphite usually re
main in place leaving the outside appearance of the pipe un
changed. This material resulting from electrolysis of cast 
iron usually has the consistency of hard graphite, and can 
be cut with am ordinary knife. There have been many cases 
in which a cast iron main was carrying gas or water without 
any apparent leak, where a single blow with a hammer 
drove a hole right through the pipe. Here the electrolytic 
action had corroded the iron entirely through the pipe, and 
the oxide of iron had remained in place, and, together with 
the surrounding soil, had prevented the pipe from leaking.
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TABLE 4 (R + S).
Heat losses in B. T. U. through ceilings and 

floors (the space above, considered as 4U 
F. and below as 35’ F„ with differences 
in temperature of 

1S°F. 20 25
................ . 9.3 12.4 15.5

40pti z ^nes:....
Lathcd aîn p,lastered, double 

Plastered, single fl

30 2n18.6
•5.44.53.62.7 10.43.9 5.2 6.5 7.8

Singip
lat°hMPlastercd

Cl'' é piais5":"1:
aed and plastered

1811.3 13.5
5.2 6.5 7.8
6.2 7.8 9.3

6.7 9 10.43.9 12.44.7 7.25.44.53.62.7

ABLE 5_ 
Hti','

actual velocity of air in flue in feet per minute by

NATURAL DRAFT.

G - glass surface (full size of window openings), 
a constant in accordance with Table 2.

^ = cubic contents of room.
number of air changes per hour, 
a constant in accordance with Table 3.

s ** there is a cold space above or below the room, the 
ace area of the ceiling, or floor, should be multiplied by 
constant R or S, as the "case may be, as per Table 4, 

quotient added to the previous total.

L =

N =
T =

and the

TABLE 3 (T). 
Specific Heat of Air, 0.2375.Weight Il.T.U. 

filial Air to Raise 
Jemp -P» lCu.Ft B. T. U. req 
^eg. p Ci*\Ft- of Air (Col. 1) t.
—20 ' nrbs- l° F. 60°F. 70

10 nnoK 0 0214 1-716 1.931 2.145 2.36
0 n'Xo^ 002°9 1-468 1.677 1.887 2.096

10 n'°o^ °-0205 1-23 1.435 1.64 1.845
20 0.0200 1.003 1.204 1.405 1.605
30 nS 00196 0.786 0.982 1.179 1.375

b.0808 0.0192 0.576 0.768 0.960 1.152

uired to raise 
o final tempe 

90
of

140 150
3.432 3.647 
3.144 3.354 
_ - 3.075
2.608 2.809 
2.357 2.554 
2.111 2.302

110 120 
2.789 3.004 

' 2.516 2.725 
2.255 2.46 
2.006 2.207 
1.768 1.964 
1.536 1.727

80

2.87

EDMONTON TELEPHONES.

bo^ c c*ty of Edmonton, Alberta, will spend in the neigh- 
gre °0c* °f $ i ,000,000 on extension work during 1913. the 
of tier Part of which will be cable work. It is the intention 
Cojjj 1S ^unicipal department to build much underground 
tber Ult *n both South Edmonton and North Edmonton, and 
'v°rk a^so he considerable underground and aerial cable 

^■ R. Griffith is superintendent of the department.

I<n the formula : 
W = net wall area.
K = a constant for different forms of wall construction

’n accordance with Table 1.

Table i <k).
Heat losses in B. T. U. through walls of 

brick or frame, with differences in tem
perature of outdoor and indoor air c 

40°F. 45 50 55 60 65 70 75Brick 804 inWa!i?’ ,latlled and plastered inside.

8 n' tw,vv........................................ . 13 14 16
Clapboard Ck -L-.................................................7.2 8.1 9 10 11
5lapboard! or. shingles.........................................18 20 22 24 26 29 31 33 35
E'apboarnt plper......................................... 12 14 16 17 19 20 22 23 25
Clapboard.’ W1.lh sheathing..............................11 13 14 15 17 18 20 21 22

All ot 'uW1-ttl sheathing and paper..........9 10 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
above walls lathed and plastered inside.

tiX Blass 

D0uh e Slass

esi&iHp

17 18
14 15

20 21 22
16 17 18

13 14 15 16
11.6 12.6 13.5 14.3

TABLE 2 (L).
Heat losses in B. T. U. through windows and skylights, with diff

erences in temperature of outdoor and indoor air of 
40° F. 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80
.43.5 48
.24.7 27.8 31

20.7 23

54.5 60 65.5 71
34.1 37 40.2 43.4 46.5 49.6
25.3 27.6 29.9 32.2 34.5 36.8

8776 82

v. it 938764 70 75 81
3924 3629 «

ENGINEERS AND GEOLOGISTS.

We take pleasure in publishing that portion of an address 
dealing with the general engineering profession, presented 
by Prof. H. E. T. Haultain, C,E., M.I.M.M., Professor of 
Mining, University of Toronto, before the recent annual 
meeting of the Canadian Mining Institute. It has caused 
considerable discussion, and as we mention, does not solely 
concern mining engineers, but applies generally, 
very sure every engineer will be glad to see Prof. Haultain 
taking up the gloves in an endeavor to give engineers who 
carry on material construction rather than interpretative 
theory, the credit that is due them. Quoting from this paper 
it states :—

There is another phase upon which I must touch, and 
that is the relation of the geologist to the community. Not 
only have the three last presidents of the Canadian Mining 
Institute been geologists, but the president of the American 
Institute of Mining Engineers is a geologist, the Dean of 
the Faculty of Applied Science of McGill is a geologist, the 
late renowned Principal of McGill was a geologist. Van 
Hise is president of the University of Wisconsin and Geikie 
is president of the Royal Society. We find geologists holding 
important public positions in all parts of the world, and 
holding them successfully and with distinction, 
logists are an ancient and honorable body. I can find no 
reference of slur or suspicion remaining attached to them. 
They have been clean and kindly men. Taking the geo- 
Igoists that I know personally I find them delightful men, 
agreeable companions and general favorites wherever they 
go. Of course, there is always the exception that proves the 
rule, but I believe you will all agree with me when I say 
that in general pleasantness the average of the geologists 
is higher than the average of most of the other groups of 
men with whom we come in daily contact. They are not only 
prominent in their scientific work, but they are prominent 
in the community, and the Canadian public at large accepts 
them not only as being of great importance to the State 
scientifically, but as being above the average good citizens.

In remarkable contrast to these public successes of the 
geologist, I find the condition of the engineer, not only the 
mining engineer, but the engineer in all branches. The 
engineer is doing the world’s best work to-day. All that 
counts for prosperity and health and material growth is based 
on the work of the engineer. All that we are most proud 
of in this young nation is dependent upon the work of the 
engineer. The engineer exists in large numbers. Even in 
Ottawa there are more engineers than geologists. But we 
find very little public recognition of the engineer. We seldom 
if ever find him holding a public position of responsibility 
or honor outside of his immediate work. We have no en
gineers in Canada who are members of the Royal Society, 
and if we have one who has been knighted it is simply the 
exception that proves the rule. Why ? How is it that the 
geologists beat the engineers to the high positions ? Is it 
because their work is of greater importance to the State ? 
Is it because their work is of a higher type ? One would 
think so from the results. Is it not patent ? Is it not 
obvious ? But unfortunately the truth is not always obvious. 
Truth is oftener at the bottom of the well than prominent 
on the horizon. We must carry our analysis further. I sub
mit that there is another and simpler reason. When we 
analyze the work and effort of the geologist we find it made 
up of two separate and distinct functions. The engineer’s 
time and effort is devoted entirely to his engineering work.
A part only of the geologist’s time is devoted to the study 
of geology. A large part, and sometimes the larger part, 
is devoted to descriptions of his work, to publicity. One of 
their functions is that of the story-teller. From the begin
nings of their existence they have been great story-tellers.

We are

The geo-
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is as well organized to-day as 'their study of geology. A® 
not many of them geologists in the summer and writers 01 
their stories in the winter ?

Now the story-teller is still the greatest man among uS' 
What does Kipling get per word? and has he not had the 
refusal of the high honors of the realm ? Theodore Roosevel 
received $350,000 for seven years’ work as President of tb® 
United States, but received a million dollars for the story 0 
his African holiday. But the geologists’ stock of interesting 
stories is running low, or rather the proportion of interesting 
stories to the number of geologists is becoming small, aD 
instead of a greedily paying public he must perforce ta 
back on government bluebooks for publication.

And how do I interpret all this ? I interpret it thuswis®' 
The work of the geologist is in two parts. There is _ 
study of geology to get the story and of man 
listener. The engineer is so busy with his own work tba 
he fails to study man. The geologist, with his knowledge 
of man and with his knowledge of publicity becomes uset 
to man in other ways.

The search for a listener has made the geologist 1 
many ways a broader and a bigger man, and his art of story 
telling brings him into the public eye.

Do I begrudge the honors to the geologist who aa 
reached to high position through his knowledge of man? 
no manner of means, I respect him, in some cases I °° 
down 'to him, but let us be hpnest about it and recognl* 
that it is not the geology, but the story-telling and the 111 
that has won to high honor. .

Why, then, my half-brick of last year ? It was 
directed at the geologist as a geologist or as a story-t® 
but at men who were inclined to tell stories of no coD 
quence to listeners provided by the reputation of the w 
family of geologists, and to make capital out of these s*or*aj 
of no consequence. The geologist has from time imtne®orr 
been on a pedestal, and has, no doubt, taken care to be 
there. Round and about him, due to his art of story-telliD 
there has been a halo or an aura. His stories have not 0 
had the important essentials of mystery and distance, 
in the main, they have been truthful and unquestion 
the general public. But there are those who would 
°n 'this good name and on this long-earned and care 
preserved reputation.

I must confess that it is a source of some content^ 
see the radical change that has taken place in our progralP ^ 
since last year, with the greatly reduced percentage of 
logical papers. There are many geological stories that 
require, but that fact need not be abused. ,

This summer the geologists from all the world 
coming here, and they will bring with them their best st°eI)t[y 
and we, aided by government grants, have been tW1*’ ^ 
preparing for them, not only to hear their stories, u 
provide them with new stories. „\e,

I heir stories will be listened to by all manner of Pe 
but by no one will they be more appreciated than ^ 
mining engineer, for he will know and will preserve 
he needs, and this he will

In fact, they have been the champion story-tellers of all time. 
Now, there is no doubt in my mind that some geologists, 
or near-geologists, will consider that this is another half-brick 
in poor disguise. But let us see what the story-teller has 
been 'to the community. When we go back to the beginning 
of things, that is, to the beginning of things for man, to 
about the time, let us say, of pithecanthropus erectus, the 
story-teller was beginning. He was almost the first luxury. 
Possibly man’s first distinction was that he was a fire-using 
animal. Certainly about the same stage of his development 
he became a story-telling and a story-hearing animal, and 
the story-telling part was certainly more removed from mere 
animal than any other phase of his activities. Progress in 
all stages has been based largely on co-operative organi
zation, and this came first with the fighting animal, but 
organization alone did not win out from the animal stage. 
Organization could, and does, exist without language and 
without man, but we departed from the animal through lan
guage and progressed through language. Language was 
produced by and for the story-teller. For his purpose was 
language developed, and without language we would have 
had no modern man. The neolithic scriber on bone, that 
“mamothistic etcher at Grenelle,” was a later development 
of the story-teller, who told stories in pictures, and was not 
only the forerunner of the comic supplement, but of all that 
we understand in modern pictorial art. Later, he told stories 
in song and in mimicry, so that all our art, which represents 
our greatest departure from the anthropoid ape, is the work 
of the story-teller. He has been in the vanguard of all pro
gress since we left the trees.

to get

It is impossible to conceive of a geologist being emi- 
,ent without this story-telling function being well developed. 
Jnlike most story-tellers, he generally tells his own story 
of his own work. He is his own publicity agent ; and what 
magnificent stories he has been able to unfold. In the second 
chapter of Genesis, and the second verse, we are told that 
God rested on the seventh day, and for a thousand years 
man had interrupted all his work every seventh day to 
signify his assent 'to the six-day history of the world’s 
tion. The story-telling geologist comes along and says : 
“There is a mistake somewhere ; it took several million 
years to create this earth, and I can prove it. Here are the 
proofs.” When the world had become accustomed to the 
shock of this, 'the geologist’s story went on to tell that man 
was not created on the sixth day, but that his creation 
a gradual development occupying a period also of millions 
of years, the records of which in an almost unbroken chain 
stretching from the protozoa to modern man are preserved 
in the everlasting rocks. True, some links were absent, but 
every now and then the story is added to and the Neander
thal skull and our friend from Java help to fill in the blanks. 
Who couldn’t attract attention and hold the stage with such 
stories as these? And the geologist had many such in his 
bag. He shows us where the moon was born, 
the teeth of the mammoth who wandered in our back yard 
before 'the ice was two miles thick upon it. and he counts 
the nervatures of the wing of the fly that plagued it.

But even the geologist’s supply of stories could not keep 
up forever to these high-grade samples, and, as the family 
of geologists grew, they had to be Content with less and 
less interesting stories. But stories they must have to main
tain their eminence, and a story, to be a story, entails of 
necessity a hearer, a willing and an interested listener. As 
the quality of his stories waned he often had to expend as 
much pains finding the listeners as in finding the story, and 
this led him to the study of the listener, to the study of 
man, his characteristics, his wants, his needs, his foibles, 
and his weaknesses. He had to make the most of 
stories, he had to study that phase of

bole

keP1

but.
crea- ed W

ifflP056
fuW
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He dissects
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thefor 
he ^benefit of the community, and, going his own way, ^ggist 

hold his peace and be unrecognized, and to the 8e 
and to the story-teller will be the glory.

in practical workuse

The Grand Trunk Railway Company reports ^
February it received on outstanding orders 428 box cars 
the Pressed Steel Car Company, twenty-five box car pacific 
the Canadian Car and Foundry Company ; twenty-foUt 
type locomotives from the Montreal Locomotive Wor 5 ’ y; 
switch engines from the Canadian Locomotive Co 
seventeen Mikado locomotives from the American 
tive Company, and four refrigerator cars from the 
Car and Foundry Company.

locOt0°meagre 
man which brought 

him listeners. This has been going on for generations, and 
the methods of the family of geologists in finding hearers
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REQUIRED THIRTEEN MILLION 
TIES

is due, as stated above, to the construction of the new trans
continental railways. They used all the ties made from 
Western tamarack, Larix occidentalis, Western cedar, Thuja 
phcata, birch, maple, beech, poplar, Southern pine, elm and 
black ash.

Electric railways used only 
ber of ties purchased in

There 
°De year. 
cent..
Wes^ay COnstruction, which was specially noticeable in the 
renu6rn Prov^nces on the new transcontinental lines. The
placement

,0-°°°,ooo.

were 13,683,700 cross-ties purchased in Canada in 
This in an increase of 4,469,808, or 48.5 per 

over previous years. The increase is due largely to 5 per cent, of the total num-
1911.

The electric railways’ total of 589,242 is an increase of 
95 per cent, over 1910. This increase is greatest with Doug
las fir, the use of which has increased over sixfold. Douglas 
fir was not used for ties by any of the electric railways of 
Eastern Canada. Fir ties formed over half of the total num
ber purchased ; this species replaced cedar at 
the list. The cost of 20 cents is below the 
kinds of wood.

of ties on existing lines amounted to about
*pL

cross t-ereWere ab eighteen kinds of wood reported for 
beech 16S ™ 191,1 Red Pme, Western cedar, birch, maple, 
ed „_\^0^ar> Southern pine, elm and black ash were report- 

Ja /:la?sified separately for the first time, 
fo ' P*ne replaced cedar at the head of the list and 
able ja 40 !Per cent, of the total. The quality of avail-
sPonsibl P*ne and *ts wide distribution were probably re- 
to Seco e ^°r its popularity. Tamarack moved up from fifth 

^ nd Place and formed over ig per cent, of the total, 
ceyt .°Uff*as Hr increased from 9 per cent, in 1910 to 14 per 
Heiui’Vr an<i moved UP from fourth to third on the list. 
railWaCk . il back and formed only 
this spe -nes are building north of the northern range of 
accounteCleS" Spruce increased from 2.5 to 6.6 per cent, on 
ern ro -°^ tbe same activity of railway building in the north

's of the
*9to todar to°k an abrupt fall from first place on the list in 
Eastern SlXtb in I9H. Practically all the cedar reported is 
^ctory Cec*ar’ as the Western species is too soft for satis- 
either tjUSe ^°r cross-ties. The supply of Eastern cedar of 
s,Pecies l,e 0r P°le size is practically exhausted. These six 
in the r °getber form 97 per cent, of the total. The others 

nggj81 are used in small quantities only, and for particu-

J- The
>nore

81

the head of 
average for all

and

Cedar ties, which had hitherto headed the list fell back 
to second place with 28 per cent., and these ties’ increased 
in price from 37 to 41 cents, a price above the general aver
age, demonstrating the increasing scarcity of this material.

Tamarack shows an increase in number but a reduction 
in price. Tamarack is found in small isolated stands and 
its prices and quantities vary with the accessibility of the 
material to the railway line.

The average price of 29 cents per tie in all species used 
by electric railways is a reduction of 12 cents from 1910 and 
is due to the great reduction in the cost of Douglas fir ties 
which form over half of the total. Electric railways got 
their ties 10 cents cheaper than steam railways. No red or 
white pine ties were used by electric railways in

12 per cent. The new

country.

1911.

REINFORCED CONCRETE RETAINING WALL.
l<tr

An interesting article on a particular type of retaining 
wall appears in the last issue of The 'Cornell Civil Engineer. 
The author is engineer of grade elimination on the JN.Y.G. 
& St. L. Railroad, and quoting from Mr. Himes’ article on 
this subject he states :—

th avera^e Price of ties in 1911 was 39 cents, one cent 
^ n in 1910. Of the species used in quantity, oak ties 

*he cl s were the most expensive, and spruce ties were 
shoty a apest at 26 cents. Spruce, hemlock and cedar all 
^^Klas tCrease iu average price while jack pine, tamarack, 
°ther ty r and oak all show an increase. The prices of 
Such sm°nds are not comparable as they are purchased in

Al 311 quantities.
^bout f,tv® - 3 per cent, of the ties purchased in 1911

*'e is evjj 1910 about 70 per cent, were hewn, so the sawn 
the f0 6nt,y increasing in favor, states a recent bulletin 

D°u8-las fi6811? branch compiled by Mr. R. G. Lewis, B.Sc.F. 
^ak chestr **es were 94 per cent, manufactured in this way. 
Cetlt. sawij1111 3n<^ Southern pine ties were more than 50 per 

Jack

A wall of somewhat unusual design was constructed on 
the Nickel Plate in East Cleveland, in 1910. The purpose of

he were

he ■U, wllPlne> tamarack, hemlock and spruce were 
^Plar a ' P Cet^ar ties were about half and half.

Sa\\n .re<* Pine ties were hewn, 
ç 3,1 he\Vn eS COst on the average 41 cents, or 4 cents more 
^^hsivp11^1*65* while in 1910 the hewn ties were the more 

The tiT three centSl
as q168 Purchased by electric roads were 81 per cent. 

aVs. PPosed to 35 per cent, in the case of steam rail-
In
SaWn ° the electric roads used only 38.6 per cent, of their 

lth the st'nd bl'4 hewn, so with these companies as well as 
p Of arri railways the sawn tie increased in popularity. 
s.6,ls*ve a, 8a"’n ties Southern pine ties were the most ex- 

'Vtl ties 1 "T1 » with oak next at 82 cents. The cheapest 
a 3 ^e’Vlt t]VPre b'rcb> beech and maple at 23 cents. Of 

d birch 6S Chestnut were the most expensive at 58 cents 
t>u ^team ^’’Ple and beech the cheapest at 20 cents. 
cr cbaSÇ(j ajlw.ys in 1911 used 95 per cent, of all the ties 

'ÎSe of . hey purchased, in 1911, 13.094,528 ties—an in- 
4,I°5,io6, or 47 per cent, over .9.0. This increase

View Looking Eastward, Showing Back of Wall.

the wall was to permit the elevation of the N.Y.C. & St. L. 
tracks without encroaching upon the adjacent property. The 
owners of that property, exhibited a very unfriendly spirit 
towards the railroad company, and it was (Jeemed necessary 
to effect the elevation of the tracks without in any way en
croaching- upon the property. t«*
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—1.9

5-5

30,320
9,000
9,600

20,790
30,000

6,400
65,100
14.400
15.400

11.0
1-3
5-5
00

Loads per foot section. 
Counterfort and main wall
F ooting .............................
Surcharge .........................
Earth .................................
Pier .....................................
Loads per foot of pier 

brought from intervening 
wall :—

Main wall x 8/5...
Earth x 8/5............
Footing x 8/5........
Surcharge x 8/5 ..

This made it necessary to carry the wall down to the 
rock surface, some 18 feet below the top of the ground. The 
centre line of the nearest railroad track was about 11 feet 6 
inches from the face of the wall. The length of the wall was 
about 250 feet. A careful study of the problem was made 
and estimates prepared to show the comparative cost of a re
inforced and a gravity wall.

The accompanying plans and the following tables show 
a full theoretical discussion of the subject and the final de
sign, the formulae of the American Railway Maintenance of 
Way Association being used.

Reinforced Counterfort Wall.

Moment.
183,700
22,500
00,000

—39,500
165,000

70,400
84,600
79,200
00,000

r 1 i
--------------- —t--------- 34 -f 7t tit -

I—I 7

j

Section C-D.
X = 2.81.
E = Thrust at pier;
E'= Thrust brought to pier by intervening wall ;
E = .285 x 36.5 (36.5 + 20) 120 4- 2 = 35,280 lbs.
E'= .285 x 22.25 (22.25 + 20) 120 x 8/5 4- 2 = 25,730 lbs. 

per ft. of pier ;

565,900201,010
Unit 
price. 
$6.50 

6.50 
o-35 
1.00 
0.025

Item.
Concrete (wall) .
Concrete (piers)
Excavation (wall)
Excavation (piers)
Steel ...................
Engineering & contingencies, 15%

Quantity. 
1,250 cu. yds. 
. 700 cu yds.

40 cu. yds. 
1,125 cu. yds.

Cost.
$ 8,125 

4,550
H

1,125
3,050
2,530

121,900 lbs.

$19,394r

E acts at a height of [ (36.5)* + 3 x 36-5 x 10] 4- L3 * 
(36.5 + 20)] = 14'. 26

E'acts at a height of [(22.25)* + 3 x 22.25 x 10] 4- (3 * 
(22.25 + 20) ] = 8'. 84 

Taking bottom of footing at reference line,
Total horizontal thrust acts at a height of (35,280 x 

25,730 x 8.84) 4- 61,010 = 3'.75
Resultant cuts the base 4'.2 from front of footing.
Toe pressure = 2 x 201,000 4- (3 x 4.2) = pi,900 lbs./sfl* 

ft. = 222 lbs./sq. in.
Resultant of forces acting on wall prqper cuts the top 

pier 8'.o from the face.
Toe pressure = (4 x 14 — 6x8) 171,010 4- (i4)a == ^>9 

lbs./sq. ft. = 49 lbs./sq. in.
Heel pressure ,= (6x8 — 2 x 14) 171,010 4- (i4) " 

17,450 lbs./sq. ft. = 121 lbs./sq. in.
E' = 16,080 lbs. per foot of wall at bottom of footing.

Solid Wall.

.01 +

of-the

C. of G. refer, 
to C tracks. Moment

423,800 
78,600
29,2°°
00,00°

Loads per foot section.
Main wall x 20/8..........
Footing 
Earth
Surcharge x 20/ 8..........
Additional load on pier—

Pier .........................
Eyth .....................

6.763,250
18,500
4L750
24,000

x 20/8 
X 20/8

4.25
0.7
0.0

128,70°
—73,10°

39,000
12,400

3-3
—5-9

587,20°198,900
Unit 
price. 
$6.50 

6.50 
0.35 
1.00

Cost
$13,00°

Item
Concrete (wall)
Concrete (piers) .
Excavation (walls)
Excavation (piers)
Engineering & contingencies, 15 %

Quantity. 
2,000 cu. yds. 
1,000 cu. yds.

40 cu. yds. 
2,020 cu. yds.

6,500
14

2,02°

3,23°

$24,764

E = Same as for counterfort wall = 35,280 lbs.
E'= 285 (22.25 x 42.25) x Vt x 120 x 12/8 = 24,120 
Total horizontal thrust acts at a height of [ (35,280 X -o1'

(24,120 x 8.84)] 4- 59,400 = 3'.59
Resultant cuts the base 4'.3 from front of footing.
Toe pressure = 2 x 198,900 4- (3 x 4-3) = 30,837 

ft. = 214 lbs./sq. in.
Resultant of forces acting on wall proper cuts the t0^ 

the pier 6'. 5 from the face.
Toe pressure (4 x 16.5 — 6 x 6.5) 147,500 4- ( 16-5J 

14,628 lbs./sq. ft. = 102 lbs./sq. in.
Heel pressure (6 x 6.5 — 2 x 16.5) 147,500 4- (ï6-5)

3,250 lbs./sq. ft. = 23 lbs./sq. in. ^
The estimated cost of the wall as finally designe°* 

$23,570, and the actual cost after writing up the acC° 
was found to be $21,342.20. The estimated saving °ver 
cost of a gravity wall was about 20%. 
structed with the forces of the Grade Elimination 
ment, not by contract.

A feature of special interest in the wall is the mano® ^ 
which the load was distributed, so as to prevent the of
pressure from occurring at the toe of the wall on the ^ j0 
the pier. Theoretically the maximum toe pressure oc° ^ 
the face of the wall at the rock surface, but since the gr 
surface is near the top of the piers, it is probable 
maximum toe pressure at the rock surface is somewha ^ 
than calculated. The face of the piers was built exJ°nC|ie5, 
the property line. The face of the wall was set back 6 1 efl- 
in order to insure that no part of it would by mischan

lbs-/69'

of

1 =s

1 a

tint*

co°-
pepaft'

The wall was

that tbe
less
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stalled and the joint so arranged that should either wall be 
inclined to tilt forward it would receive support from the 
other. Two-inch stone was used in the construction of the 
wall. It was found that because of the closeness of the rein-

The wall has now been two 
.years in service and no change of any kind has yet occurred.

The accompanying pictures illustrate the methods em
ployed in its construction.
^constructed for the bridge over the highway, 
ments have no physical connection with the wall, being

croach on private property.
.

At the street, abutments were 
These abut- forcing bars it was difficult to get the coarse concrete ®a" 

The use of smaller stone or gravel wouldterial in place.
■
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5C/./Z7 GRAVITY WALLREINFORCED COUNTERFORT WALL
Note__ It is a condition of the design of wall that it shall be so constructed as to be perfectly stable in the event of the

removal of all material above rock surface immediately in front of wall.

Comparative Designs and Estimates for Proposed Retaining Wall.
have secured somewhat better results and cost less n10^6 
Quicksand was encountered in the foundations, but occasi 
ed no serious difficulty beyond the settlement of the te 
porary trestle, from which the material was handled.

The details of the wall and the calculations were wo 
out by Mr. A. C. Irwin, formerly Professor H. S. 
assistant.

ated with carefully constructed joints. The several sec-separ
tiens of the wall, A, B, C, D, were likewise separated by ex- 

All of these joints have opened a trifle dur- 
A joint at the juncture of the main wall

’pansion joints, 
dng the winters.
00^ wing wall was located so as to bisect the angle be- 

This location is always a plane of weak-

rked
Jacoby’5

tween the walls, 
ness and subject to cracks. In this case the crack was fore-

BRITISH LOCOMOTIVE CONSTRUCTION.
to tbe 
whi£b 
Gréa1

contin11
to tbe 
Gré»1 

North' 
eng*e

The construction of the new engine is a sequel 
interesting exchange of locomotives for trial purposes 
was carried out between the North-Western and the 
Western two years ago.
for a week, and the North-Western Company came 
conclusion that the four-cylinder engine used by the 
Western was suitable to the requirements of the 
Western road. One of the first official duties of the 
will be to take the King on a visit to the London and N 
Western works.

A mammoth new locomotive, 63 ft. 4M in. in length, 
weighing 116 tons, has been constructed by the London and 
North-Western Railway Company, and named “Sir Gilbert 
Claughton,” in compliment to the chairman of the company. 
Having given full satisfaction on its trial, the new engine s 
regarded as the first of a practically new type of London and 
North-Western locomotives. It is a four-cylinder engine, the 
boiler is 5 ft. 2 in. in diameter and 14 It 6 ***• long, and the 
three great coupled wheels on either side have a diameter of 

6 ft. 9 in.

ed

The experiments were
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Wbe Canadian Engineer WESTERN LIGNITE POSSIBILITIES.

Word comes from Manitoba that the experimental 
station of the Provincial .Government at Estevan for in
vestigating the commercial possibilities of lignite coal 
is now under construction. Professor Darling will be in 
charge of the station, and it is expected to prove as tests 
progress that the deposits of lignite coal of the Souris 
valley have potential values for power purposes important 
to the whole of the southern portion of the Province.

It is sincerely to be hoped that this experiment of 
the governments will prove all that they could wish for 
m lfhe wa? f fuel possibilities. Water powers are neither 
so frequently available nor powerful when found in the 
comparatively level prairie provinces as in other parts of 
the Dominion Any absence of a plentiful and cheap 
d?fficultPP y W1 make lndustnal advancement still more

ESTABLISHED 1893»
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Editor* Meeting .the editorial department should be directed to theVa?-

utilization in the middle west of ligniteon a large scale 
For several years past the United States Government 
has been carrying on tests of the fuel possibilities of 
Dakota lignites, etc., and tests showed that while the 
best coal produced .28 horse-power per hour under boiler 
lignite when operated as a producer gas produced ’ 
horse-power per hour. It is difficult to make use of limite 
profitably in its raw state, as the moisture amounts to 
about 40 per cent and it slakes and disentegrates into 
small particles if allowed to weather for more than a few 
months. Briquetting has been tried successfully as an im
provement on the raw lignite, and, while it about doubles 
the cost, the heating value is increased 50 per cent and 
the moisture reduced to

30Engineer absorbed The Canadian Cement and Concrete Review

, ql NOTICE TO ADVERTISERSi
ijgfn l‘ariges nf
»ub • tbe daf advertisement copy should reach the Head Office two weeks 

fitted, fQate • Publication, except in cases where proofs are to be 
r wnich the necessary extra time should be allowed.

intend NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS
as vvpnn^lri8 y°ur mailing instructions be sure and give your old address 11 as your new address.

at the Office of The Monetary Time» Printing Company, 
Limited, Toronto, Canada»

20 per cent.
It is well known that the railways operating in that 

part of the middle west of the United States where 
coal is expensive and beds of lignite close at hand have 
been particularly active in investigating the commercial 
practicability of lignite for their

pr,

24- Toronto, canada, april 3, 1913. No. 14. . use, and have apparently
come to affirmative conclusions. With the aid of specially 
designed spark-arresters the Chicago and Northwestern 
in part use lignite, and the Oregon and Washington Rail
road and Navigation Company have specially designed 
locomotives of the Mikado type using it as a fuel.
....J4 is to be hoped from tests that the future service

ability of the deposits in the Canadian West 
couraging and give an added stimulus to the 
of that great region.
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cause of the destruction. Throughout the above men
tioned States record flood levels have been attained by 
many of the streams, and the destruction wrought and 
the number drowned is astonishing.

Such a catastrophe is horrible to consider, and, we 
believe, unnecessary of occurrence. Every spring we see 
damaging floods in the United States to the extent ° 
millions of dollars worth of property. Some of that money 
spent in preventive measures would go a considerably 
long way towards controlling the floods, and should cer 
tainly be used to prevent an outrageous loss of life, sue 
as in the present occurrence. Given the opportunity an 
money, and engineering ability can collect data and devise 
means to greatly control floods. If it is beyond finance 
and practicability to control them, engineers can at leas^ 
point out the danger zones, and people should be f°r* 
bidden to reside within them.

The deforesting that has taken place in the 
area is, without doubt, in a great measure responsib 
for the exceptional flood conditions, and makes it very 
plain that the United States Government will have to 
something to offset the lessening of nature’s storag

532

large expenditures involved, and it will be cause for 
great regret if in the enthusiasm and haste to build good 
roads economical design is faulty due to a lack of proper 
information on traffic requirements. In the design of 
country roads especially, the engineer is likely to en
counter difficulties, and should have an accurate traffic 

for reference. Fast automobile travel, heavy truckcensus
traffic (both horse and machine), the use of narrow and 
wide tires, all increase the problems, and have to be 
considered and fullest information obtained on same, if 

is going to do himself justice. Almost of no less 
importance must be the ability to foresee the traffic that 
will take place after his design has been carried into 
effect.

one

Prof. Blanchard, of Columbia, makes a definite 
classification of the most essential information concerning 
traffic; to be used in judging the suitability of a con
structed road for the traffic upon it; considered as a 
basis for future designs, and in deciding the character 
of design to be adopted for a new road surface. In the 
latter case estimates of future changes to be made.

“(i) Differentiation between horse-drawn vehicle 
traffic and motor car traffic.

“(2) Division of each of these classes of traffic into 
pleasure and commercial traffic.

“(3) Subdivision of commercial traffic into loaded 
and unloaded vehicles.

“(4) Determination of the weight per linear inch 
of width of tire of all types of commercial traffic.

“(5) Subdivision of the two classes of horse-drawn 
vehicle traffic, dependent upon the number of horses.

“(6) Subdivision of pleasure motor car traffic upon 
the basis of weight and speed, since, in many instances, 
the greatest damage to certain types of roads is caused 
by seven-seat touring cars, limousines or landaulets, 
travelling at speeds of 40 to 60 miles an hour.

“(7) Extraordinary character of local traffic; for 
example, traction engines hauling trailers, motor bus 
traffic, ice wagons, milk drays, etc."

These points are further brought out by observation, 
as, for instance, the sharp calkes on horses’ feet in winter 
often rapidly deteriorate what under other circumstances 
would be a perfectly serviceable road. They bear out the 
well-known truth that the amount and character of traffic 
are of the utmost importance to the life of the road. 
Accurate traffic data should be taken, both for the con
struction design and after building for purposes of refer
ence and repair. It does not appear to be as thoroughly 
carried out as the importance warrants, and it is to be 
hoped the coming summer will see much useful data col
lected not only for present benefit but future usefulness.

reservoirs. _ . 0
Canadian flood problems are small in compatis 

with our neighbors to the south, and, thanks to provis'0 
of nature, are likely to remain so. The Great Lake , 
acting as storage reservoirs, rapidly drain and make a y 
disastrous floods in the settled portions of Ontario 1 ^ 
possible. Further back in the Laurentian Hills, even _ 

lakes would make storage P_^deforested, numerous
visions, with the help of dams, comparatively easy, 
prairie provinces having been always comparatively c ^ 
of forests are not likely to incur any great increase 
the flood heights to which they are accustomed. ^ 

Our general topography and lake systems leave ^ 
without such gigantic flood problems to struggle . 
as has the United States in the Mississippi Valley » 
its tributaries. Nevertheless, there are valuable less ^ 
to be learned from a study of the recent catastrophe 
Dayton, and, no doubt, our government will avail 1 
of the opportunity.

IN ENGLAND-TELEPHONIC TRAIN CONTROL
tel6'The first train-controlled system by means of the ^ 

phone in England has just been installed on one 0 
railways in Wales. The following description of the $ys 
recently appeared in a London journal :—

As the result of the installation of a system 
phones in all signal cabins, junctions, and stations °n ^ 
line, the whole of the train working can be completely 
directly controlled from the head office at Cardiff- 
train controller in the general office can, by means 0 
telephone at the different points, know precisely the 
ments of all the trains, and is able to divert a train 
at a moment’s notice.

of tele*

m°ve'

alm°stSPRING FLOODS.

It is believed that as a result of the new instal a^ ^ 
much time will be saved, and consequently that there w .jj 
quicker dispatch. It is anticipated that the new servie» ^ 
prove not only useful to the railway company, but a 
the large number of collieries which are on the railway 
tem and whose output forms such a large proportion

The past week has witnessed the occurrence of the 
most disastrous floods in the history of the United States. 
A combination of heavy spring rains and previously 
swollen rivers was the cause, and there is a regrettably 
long list of dead as the result. Ohio and Indiana have 
been the chief sufferers, and Dayton City, of the former 
State, a city of considerable manufacturing importance, 
was cut off from communication for days, and in great 
part entirely submerged by the Miami River. Events are 
too fresh in the reader’s mind and were too fully published 
in the daily press to need description here, suffice that 
several tributary streams meet in the Miami River just 
above the city, and the confluence of their swollen waters, 
together with a broken dam, appear to have been the

syS-
of th*

traffic. By the telephone System as many as 45 stations ,
static11be connected to one pair of trunk wires, any one 

which may be rung up by the train controller without riof
n beaf

ing the bell at any other station, and the controller ca ^ 
the bell ringing at the station called. On the other ban 
necessary, all of the stations on the system may be rung1 
at the same moment.
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Surface Curves and coefficients, Models 3 and 4.

Jan before the Indiana Engineering Society on

*J*Kft, ]0l) 6 ni0<^ef dams were placed in a concrete channel 100 
in eac^’ 3 w^de, by 35 ft. deep. The length of crest was 

1 case the width of the channel. Discharges were

was plotted from data taken on the checker-boarded vertical 
side-walls of the channel.

The second model was the same as the U.S. Geological 
Survey No. 40, except that the height was 11.25 ft. in the 
latter and 2.27 ft. in the Purdue model. The results in both

Observed Flow Over Model Dams

Coefficient 
C in

0 = CLH\

Discharge per 
ft. of crest 

cu. ft. per sec.
AJoiiEl Exponential

Formula
Per cent 

DifferenceHead

.263 .211 2.71"T —1.5 
+0.8 
+ 1.0 
+0.5 
+0.7 
+ 1.4 
—0.1 
—0.6

.359 .264
.331

2.64
.503
.635

2.64
.385 2.66

761 .435 2.65 0 = 2.67 LiD »>87 .447 2.63
.937 .497 2.68

.5481.090 2.69

.212.250 2.56 —3.0 

+ 1.7
i°d
+1.4
-f’6
=2J

.347 .261 2.60
463 .313 2.65.613 .367 2.76

.368604 2.71 Q = 3A2LH'-n’.780 .424

.462

.518

2.82
.933 2.97

1.130
1.330

3.03
.568 3.10

.074 3.01 —1.4

Til
+J.7
+0.2±?:i—0.7

114 2.91>77 2.98£ .238 3.09£ .297 3.18 0= 3.81 LIP--.341 3.30
3.38

1
.415

£k .474
.539

3.50
3.54

2.82 +0.73.01 0.03.07 0.0t/i 3.18
—2.1 
—0.3 +0.2 +0.1 
+0.4 
—2.3 
—0.1 
+ 1.4

3.20Xf T..t 3.22 0 = 3.58LH>-»
3.23
3.24
3.38*•—7*—H

i 3.31
3.34

Measured .
sUrfaCe with a Veinturi meter ; and the elevation of water 

-p Was determined by a hook gauge. 

vey, asC results obtained by Bazin, the U.S. Geological Sur- 
'899 WeSiven in Bulletin 200, and by Rafter and Williams in 

re compared and models selected which would add

cases were plotted, and it is believed by Prof. Sackett that 
at low heads the data are of some value. The surface curves 
were plotted for three heads.

The effect of the partial vacuum formed below models 
t aind 2 was very noticeable on the surface curve, but com-
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ON FLOW OF WATER OVER 
MODEL DAMS.

to the variety of sections and heads heretofore experimented
with.

The first model was a flat crested weir 0.98 ft. wide and 
2.38 ft. high. This is about the width of No. 47 of the U.S. 
Geological Survey experiments and between models No. 2 
and No. 113 of Bazin’s work.
Bazin s dam, 1,315 ft. wide, the U.S. Geological Survey 
dam, 0.927 ft. wide and the Purdue model No. 1 with a 
crest of 0.98 ft. wide. The form of the surface curve also

series of experiments to determine the flow of water, 
^der low heads,
ffra^6 hydraulic laboratory of Purdue University as the

vP^Uation '•besis of Messrs. Lane and Kemmerer. The in
stigation 
Prof.

over four models of dams was undertaken

Results were plotted for

was carried out under the general direction of 
It- L. Sackett, who reported the results in a paper
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Discharge Curves, Models 3 and 4.

30 4.0 SO

The coefficients for models 3 and 4 are nearly the same 
for heads of o. 1 and 0.3 ft., indicating that for such low 
heads the upstream slope has little effect on the coefficient. 
As the head increases the curve is a straight line for model 
3, and curved for model 4, showing the effect of the sharp 
comer within the limits of the heads used.

The curves show the observed head on the crest and the 
coefficient C in the formula, Q = CLH1,.

The table shows also the constants C, and n in the 
formula Q = C,LHn, where H is the observed head plus the 
velocity head.

CONCRETE AND STEEL.

Building regulations of Greater New York require that 
in reinforced concrete the stresses in the concrete and steel 
shall not exceed the following limits :—

Per sq. in.
Extreme fibre stress on concrete in compression .. 650 lbs.
Concrete in direct compression ................................
Shearing stress in concrete when all diagonal ten

sion is resisted by steel .........................................
Shearing stress in concrete when diagonal tension

is not resisted by steel ...........................................
Bond stress between concrete and reinforcing bars
Tensile stress in steel reinforcement.........................
Tensile stress in cold drawn steel wire used as 

column hooping .......................................................

500 lbs.

150 lbs.

40 lbs. 
80 lbs. 

16,000 lbs.

20,000 lbs.

In continuous beams the extreme fibre stress on concrete 
in compression may be increased 15 per cent, adjacent to 
supports.

parative data with and without the vacuum were not taken. 
The results are with the nappe aerated—a fact which it is 
necessary to consider when comparisons are made.

Model 3 is similar in section to the hollow, buttressed 
type of concrete dam and model 4 is the same, with the slop
ing approach omitted. Model 4 is a small scale reproduc
tion of the Yakima dam, and the surface over which the wa
ter rubbed was formed of cement mortar and closely resem
bled the troweled finish of concrete. It is similar in form 
to type L, page 73, of Williams and Hazen’s Hydraulic 
Tables.

EXPLOSIVES.

By J. K. Moore.*

In nearly all kinds of construction work carried on by 
engineers, blasting and the use of explosives play a more or 
less important part. With the arrival of spring and the start 
of active construction, it would not be out of place to discuss 
different types of explosives, their most efficient use and de
tails of the proper handling of same. Nearly all accidents 
occurring from explosives are through negligence or from 
ignorance, foolhardiness or carelessness, and it behoves all 
workers with same to be thoroughly posted on the subject.

Some high explosives have a powerful action over a 
small area, being instantaneous in combustion. Others mot

One will smashso powerful, but shake up a large mass, 
rocks to pieces, rendering them useless for building Pur' 
poses, but suitable for loading for a steam shovel. Others 
just the opposite, explosion being prolonged and the action 
more of a push than a direct blow, thus leaving the rock al
most free from fracture and suitable for dimension stones,
etc.

You therefore see that all have their uses and should be 
used in their right places in order to get the best results.

If the rock is hard and solid and not wanted for build
ing purposes, use a high explosive ; it will do the work. But 
if the rock is for building purposes, or even macadam, use 
a milder quality ; you will have the better results and g®1 
your stones almost free from powder flaws. If the rock 15 
soft or medium, you will find a high explosive is too local, 
so you must use the third or lower grade of dynamite, 4° Per 

or if the rock is for building purposes you must usecent.,
a still milder quality, such as black powder.

Mistakes are often made in regard to producing rock 
for macadam. If the rock is hard and flinty a high explo
sive breaks it into pieces like spallings, full of flaws, and th 
additional fracturing, after having been broken bv a stone 
breaking machine, renders it unfit for heavy traffic becau» 
it grinds down too quickly. But if a milder explosive

lit-used, the fracturing is reduced to a minimum ana o-e 
of the macadam prolonged, in some cases, about four ti®eS'

explO"I have seen this experiment tried with the two 
sives, put through the same stone napping machine at differ 
ent points where the traffic was almost equal, rolled in by 
steam roller, dressed with half-inch chippings and sand fro® 
the same rock and finally rolled with water and well brus 
ed, so as to produce a good surface.

lastedThe one produced with the low or mild explosive ^ 
just three times the one produced by the high explosive 
dynamite, and as one road surveyor put it, was almost 
machine broken metal and hand broken metal in c0T(i

like

parison.
Drilling.—To prepare rocks for the explosives, drill1111 

has to be done. There are various ways by hand, stead’ 
compressed air, etc.

There are several methods of hand drilling, the aug
or rotary drill for soft rock and coal, the hammer or ju®I

suitabd 

rule we 
a road- 

all and

it is maintained by many that one man can drill a hole 
a depth of three feet cheaper than three can do, by using 
hammer in one hand and turning the drill with the 
When the hole is well entered, a splasher is used on

drill and the churn drill. The last two are more 
for our purpose, where drilling is light, and as a 
keep out of rock as much as possible in laying out

The hammer or jumper drill is familiar to us

other-
the

District5’*Road Superintendent, Cariboo and Lillooet
B.C.
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^rill and water is poured in the hole. The water makes 

mg easier, as it keeps the bit of the drill cool and moist- 
Os the drillings, which, when dry, cushion the blow, there- 
y reducing the striking force

mgs

explosive up as closely as you can, and after you have put 
in your primers (two at least should be used) and wires, 
the chambers should be built up solid with cement and stone 
or brick as explosives will follow up the lime of least re
sistance in nearly every case—then fire as any other shot. 
The result is fine if everything is well judged, but in rock 
for macadam or building purposes, unless the mine is small 
and the output large, it is not so good for the stone, because 
rock, as you will know, does not work so well after it has 
been exposed for a time to the weather, as it gets dry and 
the natural moisture, or life, in the rock gets burned out and 
a man can not produce as many building stones, 
chine as much macadam. And, again, if practised near a 
roadway it is liable to close the road to traffic for some time. 
Yet, for railroad contractors, mine-owners, etc., it is very 
satisfactory and cheap.

on the rock. When the drill- 
Sq &et Pasty and stick to the drill, more water is used, and 
cjea n’ ’m'-il cleaning is required. Cleaning is done with a 

er’ which has a spoon button on one end and an eye on 
t0n °jber' The eye is used to dry out the hole by using cot
ig k bay °r °ther material. Another way to clean the hole 

Us*nf> a loose clack or single-hinged valve, circle 
tjje ?' The clack, or hinged valve, is inside the pump on 
COtn. °tt0m en<T and as you put it down the drill hole, on 
filjs *n contact with the drillings, the valve raises and 

e pump, and as you raise it again, the valve closes 
You empty it, and
UP to

nor a ma-

aod
so on.

after th ten or twe^ve ^eet the hammer drill does well, but 
etc 31 ** becomes slow, the drill being heavy to handle, 
to aV° tbat wonld be better to use a churn from there up

about twenty feet.

cha Pr'n8'ln®’■ Having the holes drilled and ready for the
bnowfs6’ We mUst proceed-

char

The difference in explosive properties are—dynamite is 
instantaneous and powerful over a small area; Judson 
powder is progressive and not so powerful as dynamite;

I1" 15 Sl0W and Pr°£Hessive by combustion, but 
about half the power of Judson powder.

Dynamite and Judson powder can not be exploded the 
same as Black powder, by a spark, but requires force or 
shock, like a blow from a sledge, so a detonator or cap has 
to be used The same method has to be used for exploding 
all nitro-glycerine compounds.

Care must be exercised in the selection of detonators 
or caps. The stronger the caps the better, and the more cer- 
tain of entire explosion.

Every miner and powderman 
1 e Benefit of having as much as possible of the 

of s at the bottom of the drill hole, also the advantage 
cfiarg the holes several times to make room for the
is SUl.e at tbe bottom. The downward force of explosives 
deep ?r|s*n$i and the result for those who practice springing 

g ° es> or chambering, is marvelous. 
more Pflngang r0ch is to open up the joints at the bottom 
doivn ^ t0 ma^e a P°t hole so as to get the charge well
lowi.r, ave seen holes sprung about four times in the fol- 

ln§" way;
ab0ut dne stx holes were drilled about twenty feet deep, 
twelve fD ^6et back from the face of the quarry and about 
or »r ,eet aPart. The rock was igneous, blue whinstone 
lice th*1116' 3nd about thirty feet deep, so that you will no- 
The wirfh°leS Were about two-thirds the depth of the rock, 
the ]a t tb the first drill was two and three-quarters and 

about two inches.
!f,’ ,in drilling, the drill

Testing Dynamite. If dynamite is hard and resists 
yielding to the pressure of the fingers, it is frozen. It should 
not feel greasy, nor should there be 
ine on the wrapping paper.

In order to find out whether dynamite leaks or not, 
place it on clean paper and leave it in a room to dry in 
about 60 degrees Fahrenheit and leave it for about eighteen 
hours. If, on examination, there is any oily discoloration 
on the paper the dynamite has leaked, 
dynamite should

a trace of nitro-glycer-

The best quality of 
not do this. Fusing and thawing several 

times tends to leakiness, therefore it should be avoided. 
Again, on examination, if the dynamite has 
it is no longer safe, because the whiteness 
and the nitrate of soda has leaked out. 
ish spots, it shows that the nitro-glycerine 
decay and it is therefore very unsafe.

Dynamite freezes more easily than water. It is the nitro
glycerine that freezes at from 42 to 46 degrees Fahrenheit, 
according to the character of the material in 
frozen it is hard and

------ sticks m a joint, steel chips
e wsed to fill the joint. I have found this excellent 

r saving, as a troublesome hole is a nuisance.
The a whitish crust 

means dampness, 
If it shows greem- 

has started to

springing was done with black powder, glazed, be- 
rock was for making building stones, kerb stones 

Pounjg S" The holes were sprung separately and about ten 
by b USed first time in each, with no tamping and fired 
Wer ery- This was more to find out how firm the joints 
tha, at lhe Bottom. 

at atQ°umt

CaUs6 the
and

The second charge was about double 
tied which opened the joints a little. This was con- 

charg.e Untd the joints were wide enough to receive the whole 
than > ^ne was a little large and was taking more powder 
c°Hnect- °U*d’ 50 a Utile water or oil was used to make the 
*’ j w; IO'n 8"°°d between the charge and the bore hole where 
ryrnCn e. Use was. This is a common custom amongst quar- 
hsed j.'11 tbese building stone
Yovir’ Ut sb°uld only be used you cannot otherwise catch 

Powder with the fuses.

aDd e total charge was about 350 pounds of gunpowder 
Plac^ 6 result was first class, nearly 3,000 tons being dis- 
tlynam- ^ tb*s bad been in ordinary excavation, 40 per cent. 
cent ,lte w°uld have dome to spring the holes, and 60 per 

' dy®amite for

tin it. When
mot be loaded very easily into drill 

holes, nor is it very easily exploded. Yet it has been proved 
that dynamite can be exploded when frozen, but it takes 
greater detonation, and some engineers say it has been 
proven to be more powerful when complete explosion takes 
place, but it is not advisable to try it and any one doing so 
is running a great risk.

can

the

where gunpowder is

Thawing Dynamite.—Dynamite must be thawed. In
doing so a large proportion of accidents from explosives 
happen.

The following is a list of what should not be done to 
ensure safety of powderman and men working with him. 
Many of the following being done through ignorance, 
a list of the same should be copied out and distributed, 
to each foreman, and the powderman failing to follow these 
rules should be instantly dismissed or given other work.

1. Never allow dynamite to be placed in front of a fire

_ - the main charge,
but tjj 8^tiering.—I have also placed charges in chambers, 
UoyJ/ Were small, because the amount of work was light.

there are several ways of running them, in the

and
one

f°riïl of1"’ '“C1C are several ways ot running mem, m
tjj, a “T” or a “Y,” etc., the main tunnel 'being straight

branri,6 ength in accordance with the work to be done. The 
« es
°adin

to thaw.
2. Never allow dynamite to be placed on 

heated metal.
The main thing:re the powder is stored, 

chambers is to exclude the air, build the
a stove or

g
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that there is no sawdust left on it, then take the fuses> 
cut off the end and see that the powder is exposed and dry> 
then enter it in the cap and press it uip to the fulminate, 

this is done because shots often miss-fire through t

3. Never allow dynamite to be placed on hot stones or 
gravel, or sand.

4. Never allow dynamite to be placed near glass of 
any kind in direct sun’s rays.

5. Never allow dynamite to be placed in a tin and 
thawed over a candle.

6. Never allow dynamite to be placed on end round a 
lamp or candle.

7. Never allow dynamite to be dipped in hot water to

see

Be

sure
fuse failing to set off the cap. If the fuse is larger than the 
cap, scrape it down to fit, only do not open the cap, t^eD 
press or clamp the upper end of the cap to the fuse, beinS 
careful not to disturb the fulminate in the cap. Never cl am 
the cap on to the fuse with your teeth or fingers, but use 
nippers or pincers, a tool made for the purpose, which cthaw it.

8. Never allow dynamite to be carried in men’s pockets 
or breasts to thaw it.

9. Never allow dynamite to be placed in a blacksmith’s 
hearth in the ashes.

10. Never allow dynamite to 'be placed on a shovel aind 
held over a fire.

11. Never allow dynamite to be placed around or on a

the fuse and clamps the cap to the fuse.
If you are working in wet ground or rock, use l°ts 

grease or soft soap around the joint you have thus 
and see that your fuse is waterproof. Double or tape 8utta 
percha fuse is the safest in water. After the cap and 
are ready, take a cartridge of dynamite, open one end 8
make a little hole with a pointed stick, then insert the c

around 
greas6

of
mad®

and fuse and gather the end of the cartridge paper 
the fuse and tie with a piece of cotton. If in water, 
the joint well, as previously mentioned, then place with 
charge, placing one or two more cartridges on top.

Then tamp with fine clay or sand, putting in a litt:*e 
a time, and at first pressing lightly. Be careful not to cn^ 
the fuse or draw it away from the charge, and do not 
anything but a wooden or copper tamper or rammer. ^

Use lots of stemming or tamping, always be on the ^ 
side in a final charge, then cut off the part of the coil 
fuse not wanted and place it on one side. Be sure y°u n 
sufficient fuse to allow everyone to get away. Accm 
often happen through neglecting this point, and, after

boiler.
12. Never allow dynamite to be placed around or on an the

electric globe.
Never allow your men to slit dynamite open with13.

a knife when frozen.
14. Never allow dynamite to be thawed in a can or 

metal pot surrounded by a water jacket if the water is in any 
way connected with fire, nor rubbing it in the hands to 
hasten thawing.

No. 7.—Thawing in water is an ' exceptionally danger
ous form, because the water becomes highly explosive from 
leakage and has been known to cause serious accidents.

No. 14 has caused many fatal accidents through the dy
namite becoming overheated and the nitro-glycerine drop
ping on the hot metal.

Nos. 1, 3, 5, 6 and 7 are very common ways use<j for 
thawing dynamite amongst powdermen in this country, and 
even if you have been lucky enough not to have had an ac
cident therefrom, that does not reduce the danger any.

There is only one perfectly safe way to thaw dynamite, 
and that is to put in a warm room at summer heat, covered 
up and kept as dark as possible, away from the direct sun’s 
rays and allowed to thaw out.

There are two other comparatively safe methods. One 
is in fresh horse manure in a box built for the purpose, and 
the other, in a can or metal pot surrounded by a water 
jacket. In this latter case remember warning No. 14.

The very best way is to never allow it to freeze, if you 
can do so by placing it in a frost-proof magazine.

Familiarity breeds contempt even for dynamite, by 
some, and as dynamite can be alight and burn up under 
certain conditions, adds in a degree, to the careless handling 
of it.

one foot of fuse does not cost very much.
Signals for Firing.—After everything is ready, 

away all your remaining explosives and tools to a safe P ^

clear

and on return, shout “fire” or give other warning.
when you see that every one has laid his tools safely t0°ei 
side, give a second warning and split the end of your vt 
and before lighting, see that every one has gone, then 
the fuse, give a third and final warning, and take she
yourself.

from
Never use water for drinking purposes coming 

rock or ground you have recently used dynamite 
will cause sickness and headache. If several shots 
be set off at one time, use wind-proof fuse matches 
spitter, and, if matches, never allow one man to set off & 
than two or three shots. If more than that he should 
a helper to light them, and remember, a flame will not 
a fuse, it must be a spark.

in as ‘‘
have t

or a
ote

li gb‘

to fif'
nd a

teen inches of fuse, cut into the powder every one a iy 
half to two inches, then light, provided everything *s ^ tj,e 
and the warnings sounded, and hold it to each fuse 1 ^0J.e 
shots. It will readily light, but I would not advise 
than four or five shots to each man. In the smal es 
shots be careful of your fuse and see that you leave sU ^ 
length to give you time to get away. I would not re ^5 
mend less than twelve or fifteen inches even if the fyse

To make a spitter, or touch, take about twelve

Primers and Loading.—Warning—In loading dynamite 
in drill holes, etc., never use anything but wooden or cop
per rammers, wood is preferable, 
help you who is smoking, and do not smoke yourselt. Never 
let the sticks of dynamite drop heavily down a deep drill 
hole, nor force it into too small a hole or aperture, nor strike 
hard when ramming it into place. Caps are set off by a 
spark from the fuses and they explode the dynamite. Never 
allow caps to be lying around you while loading, nor carry 
them in your pocket, as you are apt to drop and explode one. 
Also, never allow nitro-glycerine to get on the hands, as it 
is easily absorbed and causes bad headaches.

The best method to loan a hole or place a charge, is, 
slit the cartridge on two sides, let the contents slip down 
gently, then take your rammer and press it gently to place. 
Then take a second cartridge and repeat the above, and so 
on, until you are’ ready for the primer.

In making primers, use the best quality of detonators, 
or caps, and first quality safety fuses. Take the cap and

Never allow anyone to

been tested as to time.
Black Powder.—In charging holes with black 

never use an iron rammer, always use wood 01 
Never allow fire of any kind near the charge, 
always use a zinc or copper can, or flask to carry 
a zinc or copper filler when charging the hole, 
hole is horizontal, or has an upward tendency anC* 
load, use a copper tube made for the purpose. If t*,e 
is too heavy, you may have to make a cartridge conta 
the amount of explosive required, with a fuse insert 
right or vertical holes are rarely used in road work-

poWdeI
copPer' 

100Se’
and if <t5e

il f *e
and “ t0 

hard
n glea

ini*1^
UP'

(To be continued).
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thç SQX|Positi°n of the relation of light to image is shown by 
obgtr Caded pin-hole camera. There being no lens, there is no 
- ction to the rays of light coming from the object photo- 

and passing through the tiny pin-hole of the camera 
tjiUeref°re free from distortion, and are perfectly pictured 

•s the ■ ne*fatiVe, in an invented position, of course. Just as 
as the 1Iïla&e Passing through the object glass of a

, rays of light intercepting one foot on a rod, ne hun- 
iect ,Cet ir°m the telescope, and passing through the ob- 
S° nea685 t0 t^le cr°ss-hairs, are so nearly parallel, and come 
ate^ to each other that they are almost in line of collein- 
i^Or, bCarcely unaffected by the convexity of the object glass. 
°bject y a Principle of optics, the rays from any point of an 

°°nverge to a focus at such a position that a straight

SraPhed 
are th ’

the right when he wishes him to go to the left and vice 
versa. What makes it difficult to understand the principles 
of stadia measurements is that the image of the rod, or any 
object, is not seen at the vertical position of the cross hairs 
at all ; for the image of the cross hairs (and the rod inter
cepted by them) is optically projected beyond the objective 
to the extent of the focal length of the latter. The image of 
the cross hairs, at B, Fig. i, is optically projected at A. The 
rays converge at that point, and measurements must natur
ally be taken from there.

The Reduction of Stadia Notes.—For stadia 
ments with inclined sights two methods of procedure are in 
use. One to hold the rod at right angles to the line of sight, 
the other to hold it vertical. With the first method it will be

measure-

fully ° encouraging the use of this simple, rapid and wonder- 
hag accurate method of surveying in a larger degree than 
sit h 6en ^ests correctness of stadia readings with a tran- 
Iqq , Vlng fixed stadia hairs not properly adjusted to the unit 

as Prompted the following article.
^"fle Transit Telescope.—We find that according to 

WhichaWs of optical science, an image, of any object to 
tuhe the telescope may be directed, is formed within the 
p0s - and there magnified by an 
ever °^. seVer lenses. iy object is
tion ^?lnt of sending rth rays of light in every direc-
1q. pa .ose rays of light coming from the object are bent 
rays *sin§' through the object glass. It is the law of light 

0 move in a straight line when not obstructed. The

the

or eye pieces com- 
jndered visible by

#F F C TB m
Fig. 2.

fying glass, so that the rays, after being reflected by them, 
enter the eye at such angles as to form there a magnified and 
inverted image of the rod K. Fig. 2 
which shows objects 
It will be

represents a telescope 
Its eye pieces has four lenses, 

seen that an inverted image of the arrow A is form
ed at B, as before, but the rays continuing onward are so re
fracted in passing through the lens, C, as to again cross, 
and after further refraction by the lenses D and E to form! 
at F, an erect image which is magnified by the lens G.

erect.

That shown, Fig. 1, which shows the object inverted, is 
pre erred for stadia work. The erecting eye pieces absorb 
light and lessen the distinctness of vision, 
accustoms the observer to seeing his rod 
his head, without becoming alarmed, and

A little practice 
man standing on 
to motion him to

April THE CANADIAN ENGINEER3, igiS-

THEORY AND PRACTICE 
SURVEYING.

By J. A. MacDonald.

Ve . *he credit of having first introduced this method of sur- 
*nt0 America belongs to Mr. John R. Mayer, a French- 

stll_)1Ss' -t-1 was used by him as early as 1850; and 
TakSeqUently dUring his connection with the United States 
an ,e. ^UrVey> he did much towards perfecting the instrument 
the jlmprov*n£ the methods of work. An essay by him in 
shor °yrna^ franklin Institute for January, 1865, contains a 
syj.y1 . tstorical sketch of the development of topographical 
stadi^10^ and brief discussion of the general principles of

537
OF STADIA line, called a secondary axis, connecting the point with its 

image passes through the centre of the lens, and the point 
of intersection is called the optical centre. From this it fol
lows that lines drawn from the stadia wires, through the 
tre of the object glass, will intersect the rod at points corre
sponding to those which the wires cut on the image of the 
rod (Fig. 1). On these underlying principles are based the 
law of stadia measurements.

Fig. 1 represents a telescope which inserts the object. 
In the figure the highest and lowest points of the road 
intercepted by the stadia wires, are alone considered.

cen-

are
The

upper and lower rays shown, proceeding from the rod in 
meeting the object glass, O, form a cone. The longitudinal 
section appears only in the figure (Fig. 2). It will be seen 
that these rays, after passing through the object glass, cross 
one another and thus form, at B, an inverted image of the 
rod. The rays forming this image continue onward and pass 
through the two lenses C and D, which act like one magni-

tneasurements.
Veyin 6 many advantages of stadia measurements in 
he aieed not be dwelt upon, both because attention has 
vide1 repeatedly called to them, and because they are self- 
(nownt t0 eVery engineer, so far that all instrument-makers 
Soodta^6 eSpec^a^ Precaution in fitting the telescopes of all 
per t transits with carefully adjusted stadia hairs This pa- 

"1 therefore dwell on the theory and practice with a

sur-

/C
*Ë3LfE %r
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elevation of any sights are given. Tables, however, provi e 

this data, saving the tedious calculations.
As regards the addition of the constant (f)- 

suppositionary opinions have been advanced on the subje > 
each of the following having its advocates:—The com®0 
apex or point of coovergency—principal focus—of the r ' 
of light forming the two similar triangles, is :—The ce° 
of the instrument ; the stadia hairs ; and the front face 
the objective ; none of which are really correct. The P° 
towards which the rays of light converge when they e®aD 
from a point at a distance from the lens vary according 
that distance.

When the rays proceed from a point so distant that ^ 
may be considered parallel rays, they are refracted and c ^ 
verge to a point in the axis of the lens called the focus, 
the principal focus, at a certain distance from the lens ca 
the focal length of the lens, this distance depending 
the radii of curvature of the surfaces of the lens. In 
figure the reason why the image is formed at distance 
front of the object glass is because the image of the 
hairs is optically projected beyond the objective to the ^ 
tent of the focal length of the latter. The rays converge ^

be taken fr0®ta„,

seen by referring to Fig. 3 that the distance rod is not to the 
foot of the rod E, but to a point F' vertically undèr the point 
F, cut by the centre wire. A curveline has therefore to be 
made for this. An objection to this method is the difficulty 
of holding the rod at the same time in a vertical plane and 
inclined at an angle proportionate to the angle of elevation 
of the telescope. The method adopted usually is the oblique 
view of the rod :

Several

Oblique View of the Rod, Investigated Trignometricaliy.
Fig. 4 a = distance of stadia wires apart, 

f = principal focus of telescope.
~~= K1 = constant, and generally made equal to 100. 

A B = K the reading in the rod.
M F = d the inclined distance =(f + c) + G F = (f + c) 

+ K1 C D.
M P = D , the horizontal distance, d cos. n.
F P = Q = the vertical distance, D tan n.
A G B = 2 m 

Vertical angle = n
F i°

cross-
ex-

Then :—
Sin mA F
[90° + (n - m) ] that point, and the measurement must 

Therefore, in order to obtain accurate results a c<®5 
must be added to the reading from that point. The com5

G F Sin
or taat1

A F = G F Sin m
Cos (n - m)

and
Sin mB F

.KSin [ 90° - (n + m)]G F
or

1
B F = G F Sin m

( n + m ) a

)
11 £( V.-. AF + BF = GF Sin m

Cos (n + m) 

C D Cos m
Cos (n - m) n lAA PT

C D 1 «
A F + B F = K, and G F = -----

2 Sin m

By substituting, and advancing to common denominator.

Cos m [ Cos (n + m) + Cos (n - m) ]

2 tan m
Fig. 3.

the di5< 
çeco110from the object to the centre of the instrument; yy* 

when the rod is always held vertical. But owing 10^ter 
oblique view of the rod, it is evident that the space 
cepted by the cross-hairs on the rod varies, not only W1 ^gbt- 
distance, but also with the angle of inclination of the^atjoii 
In order, therefore, to obtain the true distance fro® ^ 
to station and its vertical and horizontal components, 
nection must be made for this oblique view of the ro

C D is equal to the focal length of the objective plus
K =

Cos (n + m) Cos ( n — m)2

Reducing this :
Cos 2 n Cos 2 m — Sin 2 n Sin 2 m

C D = K
Cos n Cos 2 m

F = (f + c) + K1 CD 
Cos 2 n Cos 2 m -

as d
Sin 2 n Sin 2 m

ugb1 Kd = ( f + c ) throCos n Cos 2 m Page 17—The conclusions, therefore, are that as 
the focal changes with distance (however slight) to • 
tent of .0052 ft. from 100 to 500 feet sights, it is P 31 jls- 
hairs adjusted at a distance of. 100 feet will read corn 
tance at 500 feet, to the limit of (.0052—a). This 'voU^rl0r, 
somewhere like three inches. Not very much of an.aj|y $ 
yet a needless one, and an error which may be Par ^ p»f' 

. not wholly overcome by adopting a constant for ea

the0*''The horizontal distance D = d Cos n.
.-. D = (f + c) Cos n + K 1 K Cos2 n - K2 K Sin2 n tan 2 m.

This third number of the equation may safely be neglected, as 
it is very small even for long distances, and large angles of elevation. 
At 1500 feet with angle"n equalling 45 degrees, it is but 0.07’:

Sin2 n
tan 2 m = O approx-Therefore, K 1 K Sin 2 n tan 2 m = AB

Cos n
imately and the final formula for distances with a stadia rod kept 
vertical and with wires equidistant from the centre tvire, is the 
following D = (f + c) Cos n + K1 K Cos2 n 
and the vertical distance 2 = D tan n.

ticular instrument, and not making the rule apply 
strument by measuring. Each instrument has an ® ^ bf 
ity of its own, and must be adjusted by actual trial, a ^ir5 
making these adjustments, that is, adjusting the sta t 
at a mean distance, not at 100 feet, nor yet 50° *eet
mean distance between these, say at 300 feet, the _
of focal length is thus reduced one-half, or, for atl jejigt^ 
telescope of 30 magnifying power, the change in f°c^ ^yf 
at from 100 to 300 would be but .0027 ft., so that 1 ^ 
possible to read all lengths of sights, from 100 
an almost perfect degree of exactness, 
indeed, that, on rough ground, no chain measure® 
approach, if on level ground in a series of distance-

(1)

»
Q = (f + c) Sin n + K1 K Cos n Sin n 

Sin 2 n difier6
(2)= (f + c) Sin n + K1 K

2 IF
When K1 = —t- focal distances, divided by distances apart of 
stadia hairs, and K = distance interrupted by stadia hairs in the rod.

By the above formula (1) and (2) both the hori
zontal and vertical distances can be immediately calcu
lated when the reading from a vertical rod, and the angle of

fee1 l°
to 5°°

This is re eot ce00

/

. o

2
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the instrument is thus correctly fitted with fixeâ hairs, this 
refinement may be relied on, by always observing carefully
and

measurement and the average height used in sighting to the 
rod either added or subtracted as the case may be. The 
difference will ordinarily be so small, that in a great deal of 
stadia work no reduction will be necessary.

In sighting to the rod for the angle of depression or 
elevation, the centre horizontal wire must always be used. 
A level should be used in the rod surveys, where the 
value of the land is not too high—say less than $50 an acre. 
In fact, any place where location and elevation are required 
at the same time. We would not regard it as accurate 
enough for city lot surveying, nor convenient where it is 
necessary to put in stakes at regular intervals of 50 
feet.

accurately.
General Uses of the Stadia.—For taking topography in 

country that will not permit a plane table ; for coal drop line 
surveys, preliminary railway locations ; for land surveys.

The Transit.—The instrument best suited for stadia 
surveying is an accurate transit with full vertical circle rigid- 
y attached to the axis of the telescope and graduated to 

jcfinutes from o deg. to 90 deg. in both directions. It should 
e Provided with two double verniers attached to the hori

zontal vernier arm, the zeros of the two verniers being in a 
rizontal plane when the instrument is levelled up.

or too

We would hesitate to use stadia in a lost boundary suit, 
or in any place where it would be necessary to convince a 
jury that the work was accurate, although we feel that more 
accurate work can be done in rough country with stadia 
than with tape line providing care is used. Owing to the 
great chances of error we never feel satisfied with a line un
til it is checked by another line having a common beginning 
and ending. In taking topography over a large area the 
transit line will necessarily cross or join, so this checking 
takes little e^tra time.

1 he horizontal limb should read also to minutes, there
bein no advantage in a reading of 30 sec. as the reduction 
Z *es, usually, do not reduce seconds. The graduations 
•°»* number from o deg. to 360 deg. The graduations for 
1 e needle should also be numbered from o deg. to 360 deg., 
ln °PPosite direction to the horizontal limb, and not be divid
ed up in quadrants. This is important because in taking 
°P°graphy, for example, on either side of a railway line, 

e magnetic reading will approximately correspond with the 
°r'zomtal vernier readings, and the needle only may be 

read which will greatly accelerate the work in hand. For 
Very accurate work it is recommended to have a level attach-

t0 the vernier arm of the vertical circle. It will be found 
very
brin

C

convenient and probably more precise, than having to 
S’ the telescope level to zero.
As between fixed or adjustable stadia hairs, it is imma-

Fixed hairs,

*'CD

Eterial G, so long as the rod reading is correct..............— — -
0vvever, are preferred for stadia work on the ground that
rr°rs due to variation of the wire interval are avoided, and a 

bett

nMi

er focusing of the eye-piece.
. A-11 inverting telescope is to be preferred as it gives a 
! er field and a more sharply defined image. The eye- 
16Ce> known as the “Ramsden” eye-piece, and is termed a 
°Sltive eye-piece, consisting of two plano-convex lenses, the 

• nvex-cut faces of which
called an “inverting” eye-piece, but is not really so, as it

Fig. 4.

Fairchild and Gilchrist of Philadelphia, wrote the writer : 
“We find that errors balance ; lines 10 miles long may check 
for elevation within a foot at the ends ; and cross lines be
tween be out as much as five feet. In the horizontal plane 
these errors generally do not vary so much. We consider a 
horizontal tie of lines between 2 and 20 miles long of 5 feet 
out, good; 10 feet, fair; 15 feet, questionable ; and 20 feet, 
bad. This in a fair country. We should avoid steep sights 
rather than long sights, and try to get sights of

turned toward each other. Itare

he object glass that inverts the image of the object view- 
> and the eye-piece picks up the image in its inverted 
s|tion. To get an equal clearness of vision with an “erect- 
^ eye-piece as with a Ramsden, or “inverting” eye-piece, 
Correspondingly larger object glass must be used.

average
length on main transit lines. But if one can avoid a steep 
sight by taking a short fore-sight and long back-sight, or 
vice-versa, do so.

Stadia Rods.—For stadia work a self-reading rod is to 
• preferred, though for sights of 500 to 1,000 feet a target 
at necessary. It is quite impossible to read a rod accurately 
nif 1’0o° ^eet that has no target, even with a telescope mag- 
ta 30 to 40 diameters. With a good target rod this dis- 

Ce can be read, in an ordinary atmosphere, quite accurate- 
co ^u*: as distances of one to five hundred feet are most 
^Jfirnon a self-reading rod, divided into units, is best and 

n<fiest. As good a stadia rod as any is the “flexible, or 
r°ds tacked on to a light board twelve feet long. These

and

be

“Lengths of sights depend upon the atmosphere and the 
glass in the transit. Under fair conditions sights of 500 feet 
is good ; 400 feet is a little better ; 600 feet at pinch on main 
line; on side shots, 1,200 feet long is not uncommon.

“We add (f+c) to each rod reading, and then reduce 
for horizontal and vertical. The error in this is so slight 
that it can be disregarded, (f+c) is variable with each 
transit. It is important that transit be accurately adjusted, 
particularly plate bubbles. Only one sight is necessary. A 
level—a small round bubble level—is easily attached to the 
rod, and the rodman keeps the rod plumb by watching one 
bubble. Slide rods should be avoided, and a target, except 
for long sights, is unnecessary.”

Preliminary Railway Surveys by the Stadia Method.—
In making preliminary location surveys for roads or rail
roads, the stadia method enables the surveying party to go 
over the field much more rapidly, and in most cases iç a 
cheaper method for that reason than using a level. Locating 
engineers, however, seem to have a decided preference for 
using a level for this work, chiefly because of the more ac-

ty.

*ape
tapes are made of prepared canvass, are strong 

er iProof, and are convenient to carry. They are manu-
The rod, or

weath
^tured by Keufell and Esser, New York, 
tfiidrf’ t0 which they are tacked should have a hinge in the 

f°r convenience in carrying. A certain distinct 
t0 * easily seen at a distance, should be made or attached 

e r°d at the average height of the. instrument, in order 
tfiariT correct elevations. While this “height of instrument, 
hej ,<c* °n the rod in this way may not correspond to all 
he;^, ts °f the instruments, it will, however, be an average 
t ^ ll, and these average heights will correct themselves. 

^Se the absolute height of the ground under the instru- 
the height of the telescope at each station will have to 

tfieasured by the rod, and the difference between this

In
>nt,
bn
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side shots need only be read by the needle, this saving a 
of time. Progressing rapidly in this way the topography 0 
the country through which the road is to pass can be pl°tte 
with reasonable accuracy. Ordinarily a couple of side sb»5 
will be sufficient. The rodman should carry small pegs °r 
hubs to drive at the stadia stations, and on the points taken 
on the tangent or main line. The axmain drives stakes be 

side the hubs in the same way as on railway hubs.

curate data obtained. It would seem to be useless refinement 
to go over the ground with a level taking precise but tedious 
readings at every station, when these levels are usually only 
furnishing rough data to the engineer from which the final 
location can be determined. In a level country or on gently 
undulating ground, the final location can often be determin
ed with no (preliminary observations, and the levels for grade 
fixed from one survey, but usually all the work of the pre
liminary survey must be done over once, and often many 
times, before the line is finally located. The stadia method 
is a simple and rapid way of obtaining all the necessary data 
with sufficient accuracy for the purpose intended since both 
the topography and the bearing of the tangent can be found 
with one setting of the instrument.

It would seem that instead of having to make two or 
more preliminary surveys of a railway line, that one fairly 
careful reconnaisance be made over the ground in the first

fieldReducing Stadia Readings.—When working in the
one,with a stadia, a stadia rule, as Colby’s, or a cheaper 

Keufel and Esser’s, or, perhaps, what is better, graphic 
grams, should be carried for making the corrections for »
ferences of elevation, or V2 Sin. 26 (of observed angle), aD

of the

dia'

also, corrections for distance, Cos.2 0. The constant 
instrument (f+c), may or may not be reduced to sine 
cosine for small angles. The stadia rules are more 
ent to handle than tables, and the graphic diagram, if ma

and
conveid'

I T
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instance, taking the data of all elevations and depressions 
on either side to the distance of 500 to 1,000 feet, that the 
preliminary line that would follow would approximately be 
a location line, thus saving one or more preliminaries.

In adopting the stadia method we make a compromise 
between reconnaisance and preliminary, and this is 
perhaps what is needed. Our usual reconnaisances are too 
limited in data, trusting to what may be obtained with hand 
level, compass and aneroid, while our preliminaries are 
necessarily of too great refinement. The stadia, then, offers 
a solution—a compromise between reconnaisance and prelim
inary, in which in a good country no preliminary may be 
needed but the final location made from the stadia, while in 
rough country a preliminary will be needed, and one ap
proaching in refinement, a regular location.

The stations in a stadia survey need not be placed ex
actly one chain apart, but can be taken 200 ft., 500 ft., or 
even 1,000 ft. apart if the ground is level. After setting up 
the instrument at a station, and getting a back-sight, the 
telescope can be circled round in azimuth and all the topo
graphy taken on either side of the line. The rodman can be 
signalled to place his rod where wanted and the angles of 
all hills and valleys within 1,000 feet be obtained. In long 
sights, three observations (in rough country) on either side 
of the line are needed, one between o deg. and 90 deg., one 
at or about 90 deg. from the tangent, and one between go 
deg. and the fore-sight. The elevation and distance of the 
next station should then be taken, and finally three more ob
servations recorded for the topography on the right of the 
line, one between 180 deg. and 270 deg., one at 270 deg., and 
one between 270 deg. and 360 deg. The deflection angle, if 
any, must also be read on the horizontal vernier, while the

accurately, are even easier read. Any good 
can easily prepare a diagram for Cos.2 0, and Sin. 2 6> 
which corrections can be read direct for any observed a

and distances.
stafl»3

he o'3'
survey is keeping notes in handy form. Books cam °e 
tained which are ruled especially for stadia work.

Both the left hand and right hand pages are 
little room is left for the sketch on the ordinary size 
books. Since the stadia reading must be corrected f°r v.
ferences of elevation it is perhaps better to enter the °° .

The d»

Keeping the Notes.—The most difficult part of a

dat)used
field
dif-

ed vertical angles and leisurely reduce with tables, 
tance, however, should be reduced on the spot so as to
on the stakes.

CONTRACTORS’ WORKS IN CANADA-

Mess»'
Ca H*'
sites

Sir W. G. Armstrong, Whitworth, and Company,
Swan, Hunter and Wigham Richardson, and Messrs, 
mell, Laird and Company are negotiating for suitable 
for shipyards in Canada. Messrs. William Harkess t 
Sons, of Middlesborough. intend to open an establi5 
at Halifax, N.S., while Messrs. Denny, of Dumbarton, ® e ^d 
John Brown and Company, the Fairfield Company’ at 
Vickers, Limited, Barrow, are busy laying down P 
various places in the Dominion. The last-named firlDrtai)t 
propose to build vessels at Sault Ste. Marie, an i»!30 a<- 
point on the Great Lakes. So far, no decision has be® 
rived at by the Borden administration in regard to 1 gjgt- 
quest made by Canadian shipbuilders for further state 3Va($ 
ance, but it is expected that the import duty on ®ate 

will be removed.—From Contractors’ Chronicle.

dan
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Exhaust STEAM AND ITS UTILIZATION.
54i

cent, only of the amount of steam consumed by the main 
prime mover. In Scotland Korting Bros.’ ejector condenser 
has been used in connection with mixed pressure turbines, 
and has proved eminently successful.

Discussing now the main prime mover, the turbine itself, 
we have a machine possessing many peculiarities and dif
fering vastly from the old reciprocating engine. One of the 
chief differences is the mode of lubrication. In most types 
of mixed pressure turbines the bedplate is the recepticle for 
holding the oil, out of which it is pumped through the bear
ings, and thence through an oil-cooler, and again back into 
the bedplate. Thus the oil is used over and over again. 
These turbines are usually governed by centrifugal governors 
directly coupled to the shaft and in direct communication 
with the tachometer, working a trip gear, which in turn opens 
and doses the high-pressure nozzles according to the weight 
of load and supply of exhaust steam.

There are quite a number of mixed pressure turbines on 
the market ; in fact, all compound steam turbines are adapt
able for exhaust and mixed pressure use. The single stage, 
or De Laval turbine, is not adaptable, as the efficiency is 
regulated by the speed, the higher the speed the higher the 
efficiency of the machine, and it has been found that units

By J. M. Cordon.

In the last issue of The Canadian Engineer we dealt 
1 ° the utilization of exhaust steam in a paper by the above 

latt^°r sPace did not permit us to publish in full. The

with
herewith.

Portion of his paper, which deals more particularly 
condensers and turbines, we take pleasure in publishing

The advent of the steam turbine has greatly influenced 
«le design of the condenser, for in previous days any con- 
enser giving a vacuum of 25 inches was considered all that 

Was necessary ; but nowadays the demand for high vacua 
resulted in a condenser of far greater efficiency. In the 

USe condensers in mining plants a main difficulty is that 
*he cooling almost invariably employed is derived from the 
^dnes. Such water is rarely below 56° F. This necessitates 
a large volume of water passing through the condenser ; in 
,act> as much as can be economically allowed. Consequently, 

the quantity of water is a factor of consideration, it will 
e essential to erect cooling towers or sprays, with settling 

reservoirs, as the temperature of the outlet water has sue 
S hearing on the vacuum ; in fact, some British engineers 
Prefer expressing the vacuum from condensers by tempera 
,Ure, rather than by inches of mercury. Referring to Fig. 3. 
11 be found that each inch from 25 inches to 27 inches 

j® equivalent to 4 per cent, consumption by the turbine , t at 
etWeen 27 inches and 28 inches, about 5 per cent., and from 

28 inches to 29 inches, from 6 to 7 per cent. ; or that approxi
mately 3° F- difference in the temperature of the exhaust 
means about an increase or decrease of 1 per cent, in t e 
consumption. This will demonstrate the importance of having 

e lt6mperature of the outlet water as near as possible equa 
° the temperature due to the vacuum. The difference in a 
°°fl modern condenser should not exceed 5° to 6° F. w en 
tmdensing 12 pounds per square foot per hour. Anot er 
ethod of considering the efficiency of a condenser is y 

^Pressing it in B.T.U.’s transmitted per square foot o 
c°°ling surface

n welI-constructed surface condensers, such as
can be
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as high as 1,200 B.T.U. ,

I® the surface condenser the resistance to the heat a 1 
^rbed from the st6am by the water may be considered in 
/ee stages. In the first stage we have the transmission 

•j,, fhc heat from the steam to the tubes of the condenser.
15 transmission is governed by the efficiency of t îe air 

, mp and by the quantity of air in the condenser. ese 
ctors can be greatly reduced by dry air-pumps or y t e 
0re recent method of the application of the Parson vacuum 
^mentor, which withdraws the air completely from the 

0 ? cPser. Air in a condenser is detrimental, since it no 
r y vitiates the vacuum, but it also blankets the tubes an 

the transmission of heat. The second resistance 1 
a ’ and hardly worthy of consideration. It is due to t e 

am1 0f the tube. The third and last, but not least, resist- 
6' *s the final transmission of heat from the tube to t e 

Should there be a crust of slime or carbonate on 
tube the conductivity of heat drops considerably, an t e 

sm. ePcy drops. It is essential to keep the water in a vio en 
of t excitement in order to prevent it having a clot mg
aug Peratures. ^ applîcation of Parson s

mentor has greatly improved the condenser. The aug 
aMnt°r is simply a set of steam pipes which sucks the vapor 
Stna]1air Emm the main condenser and delivers it throug a 
auo-rn auxiliary condenser to the air pump. In practice t is 
ab0ll,Ptlt0r has been known to bring the conductivity rom 
tem 250 or 300 to between 800 and 1,000, or reduce t e 
aPPm-atUre from 2&° F- to 50 F., a gain in temperature of 
SU ^'mately 210 F., or 7 per cent, in the total steam con 

Ptl°n of the turbine. This steam jet consumes 0.6 per

10

o

Fig. 3.

of from 200 to 300 kw. is about the highest economically ob
tainable. These sizes run with a periferal speed of about 
1,200 per second, which is about the limiting velocity, for 
above this, centrifugal forces become too great. Another 
disadvantage is that the periferal speed being so high the 
turbo-generator cannot be directly connected 'to the machine, 
but has to be geared down.

The compound-stage turbine, as already mentioned, is 
divided into two sub-classes, namely, the reaction and a com
bination of impulse and reaction. In the first sub-class we 
have Parsons, while in the second we have the Rateau, Zoelly, 
Curtis, Bergman, Riedler, Stumpf, Sulzer and Echer-Wyss. 
The first sub-class being the first type to be constructed had 
to contend with the fierce cutting action of superheated high- 
pressure steam on 'the blades ; and to reduce this action as 
far as possible, the expansion is divided into a number of 
stages, thus reducing the velocity of the steam, while also 
reducing the high periferal speed and revolutions. Mean-
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The Sulzer turbine consists of a partially injected 
pulse turbine for the high-pressure stage, and of a 
injected reation turbine for the low-pressure stage. ^ 
blades of the impulse wheels are made of a high-grade n 
steel, while the reaction blades are made of a special broQ25' 
Unlike other turbines, this type does not make an oil we 
of its bed-plate, but has a special vessel usually kept in 1 e 
basement of a power-house. This is a precautionary measur6 
against the possibility of grains of sand finding their 
into the oil. In order to obtain oil when the turbine 25

which 1
vided *®

fully
ickel

rest a small steam auxiliary oil pump is provided, 
usually attached to the bed-plate. A device is prov 
the turbine to make it impossible to start the turbine bef° 
the -complete oil system (governor, bearings and balanCIIJ 
disc) is under pressure. In this type of turbine, in sizes 
to 1,500 horse-power, an ordinary collar bearing is used 
take up the axial thrust, but in the larger sizes a small 
pressure balancing disc is used which is attached °u 
of the high-pressure bearing, and is keyed on the shaft.

oil-
tside

m°reThe Curtis turbine, like the Parsons, is made by 
than one firm in different countries. In Germany, a 
excellent type of the Curtis mixed-pressure turbine is 
by the Allgemaine Elektricitats-Gesellschaft, while in 
Britain the British Thomson-Houston make a unique

very
mad® 
Great
bl£b'

tb®pressure Curtis turbine with the generator directly above ^ 
power producer, the low and mixed-pressure type being' 
the horizontal construction.

In this type of mixed-pressure turbine the expansion 
performed in two stages. The first expansion takes plaCe 
a row of nozzles, which brings the steam down to apPr° 
mately atmospheric pressure, and its energy is then tabfl{ 
up by the turbine wheel, usually comprising two r°vVS 
buckets with two velocity stages. From this point the - 
is exhausted into a chamber and there passes throng 
second series of nozzles into the low-pressure end. 
second series of nozzles is divided into two sets, °ne 
conducting the exhaust steam from the high-pressure stag^ 
and the other set conducting the exhaust steam froI° 
accumulator. These sets are so constructed that the exbaUjv 
steam in the accumulator gets the preference, and it Is °n 

when the load becomes too great, or the exhaust steam 
that the turbine slows down, or rather the tendency ,0 
so causes the governor to open the high-pressure nozzl®5^ 
the amount of the deficiency ; and, as soon as the exha^ 
steam from the generator can take the whole 
governor once more closes the high-pressure nozzles- 
governor is usually set for a speed regulation of 2 per ce.^ 
between full and no load, with a maximum monetary va 
tion of 4 per cent, for the purpose of synchronizing gf 
making the turbine bear a proportional share of a Pea , fl) 
sudden extra load. An emergency governor is also jng 
this turbine, so that at any time, should the main w°r * ve 
governor fail, and the turbine increase to 15 per cent. a 
the normal speed, a trip-gear would act and cause the * #
tling of the valve in the main steam pipe until such a 
as the normal speed was again reached. -ne5

These low-pressure and mixed-pressure steam tur p. 
are usually directly coupled to a three-phase alternating ^ 
erator. Three-phase alternating current is almost un’veJ? 
adopted because of the economies in the transmission 
while also three-phase induction motors

d-

steai®
i

set

fail5'

to

and

line5'
da-P1”aadmirably

able for pumping work and haulage. The great disadva® 
the system once had was the sudden drop of voltage 
main alternator, when a fluctuating or a peaky l°a 
encountered, such as occasioned by one or two b 
motors commencing operation on or about the sad®
This difficulty has been overcome by automatically va gCw 
the resistances in the exciter field through solenoids 

a ting moving contacts. fot£lry
Low-pressure turbines have also been applied t0 ^a0d 

air compressors, and are found economical when the

are

vvs5
lag6

while metals or alloys have been discovered to withstand this 
high eroding properties of superheated steam jets at great 
velocities ; and there is now in the market a combination of 
the impulse and reaction turbine with very few stages.

Without discussing the details of the respective types, 
a short resumé of the better known turbines will not be out 
of place.

The Parson turbine consists of a long cylindrical drum, 
increasing in diameter by stages from the high to the low- 
pressure end. This drum is mounted on a shaft revolving in 
two pedestal bearings, and the whole is enclosed in a cast- 
iron casing. On the perifery of the rotor are placed alternate 
rows of fixed and rotating blades or vanes. These blades 
are fixed in dovetail grooves with distance pieces placed be
tween them and cranked into position. The increase in size 
of the blade in the low-pressure end requires it to be stif
fened by shrouding. The fixed blades project inwardly, while 
the revolving blades project outwardly. The steam enters 
in the bottom of the high-pressure end of the cylinder, leav
ing the top -clear of steam pipes, thus much facilitates dis
mantling. The steam first passes through a ring of fixed 
or guide blades, and in so doing the pressure falls and pro
portionately the velocity of the steam rises, and is then pro
jected in a rotational direction against the neighboring ring 
of rotating blades, whereby work is done upon the blades, 
and hence the acceleration of the rotation of the turbine. This 
is carried on through the different stages until the steam is 
fully expanded, and it then exhausts into a condenser.

In this type of turbine the steam, in addition to giving 
a rotational force, exerts an end-wise pressure along the

_*
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Fig. 4—Consumption of Steam by an Êxhaust Steam 
Turbine. Vacuum 28" (Bar 30").
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shaft, on the surface of the blades. This is now counter
acted by dummy pistons for the different stages or sections, 
each presenting an area equivalent to the mean blade area 
of the section it is intended to balance. Thus the turbine 
shaft runs in complete balance endways, and after the critical 
speed has been reached the shaft can be moved backwards 
and forwards with a lever with comparative ease. A claw 
type of flexible coupling is usually used for connecting the 
turbine with the generator to allow for any slight difference 
in alignment. A thrust block is placed at the steam end 
of the turbine shaft to give the proper clearances and adjust
ments between the fixed and moving blades. In the small 
sizes of Parsons turbine the shaft is usually made from a 
solid steel forging, but in the larger sizes hollow steel drums, 
which are machined both outside and inside, are fitted to
gether and carefully shrunk and pinned. The lubrication 
of the bearings, thrust-block and governor gear is auto
matically performèd by a rotary pump driven from the worm- 
wheel of the centrifugal governor; and, as it is placed low 
down, it is continually flooded ; hence it is almost impossible 
that it would fail to perform its function. The main bearings 
are made of gun-metal. The bushing is held in position by 
a loose-fitting dowel, and is surrounded by three concentric 
tubes, the annular spaces being filled with oil in order to 
damp vibrations ; this causes the bearing to be practically 
self-centring.
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Heat
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Heat
Pres.
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Pres.coal

>mS,rfPtion Per an- 
i5te of 3^ ïlc tons at the 

hr llbs- of coal per 
l;,re tUrbinCn m‘xec* pres- 
> steam6 tUns «-hr.

Cos^t... m on'the night

$4.00 per ton

^&:i'r°outhy
tal Co

Tons
5.670

Tons
730

$22,680 2,920
5,380 5,280

10,576 10,575
2,500 
3,000 3,000

t
600

stores 300300To
ST per Annum 

PEr Useful Unit

22,675$44,625
Co

0.68 cts.1.33 cts.

'"'«"tage to,
Mixed Pressure Turbine, .65 Cents per 

Useful Unit.

Pre&oin fusion, an interesting instance support of the 
J the g ,.ar^Ument may be here cited. In e power station 

&el;Ss mburgh Corporation, Scotland, were eight Willin 
t?6efate lv-fî?8:ines’ each of 1,200 horse-power, designed to 
jue$e en,,'1 a 25-inch vacuum ; but because of a lack of water 
fr'tcheli If(S Were not operated non-condensing. Mr. P. S. 
5 0th fo,’r° Glasgow, Scotland, collected the exhaust steam 
tQre tuj.^. lhe engines and installed two Rateau low-pres- 

P‘ ne$ with a Brown Boveri, D.C. combination at 49° 
Each of these turbines is capable of developing

S0q v«lts.

A description of the operation of trail 
is given by Mr. G. L. Radcliffe, 
Cleveland Railway, in

cars in Cleveland
general manager pf tbo

way Th, "“wÏ ™
made m equipment since the trail the changes 

car was last in general
. W‘th ade\Uate motors and improved tracks, its operation 
is no longer hazardous; its application to traffic problems 
is definite and easy. No more a makeshift, but special 
designed to meet certain conditions, it is in every way a 
wort y running mate for the modern motor car. The first 
modern trailer operated on the system of the Cleveland Rail
way Company was placed in service September 
One hundred

use.

16th, 1912.

w«, shortly uZS 
ment necessitates a brief description of the car itself.

The extreme length is 49 ft., and there is 
or vestibule at either end. A continuous long 
completely encircling the interior gives a maxii 
capacity of seventy-two and leaves 
standing passengers.

no platform 
tu nal seat 
au seating 

a very large area for

The cars are mounted on Brill No. 67-F trucks, with 
22-in. wheels, bringing the floor of the trailer close to the 
ground and making entrance to the car easy. It is but one 
step from the ground into the car—15 in.—and a second 
step of the same height to the car floor proper.

There are two doors in the, , centre of the car, one for
entrance, the other for exit. The fare-box is placed opposite 
the post which separates the doors.. , ... , The conductor’s position
at the box is facing the rear, so that an aisle is open between 
the fare-box stand and the devil-strip side 
stand supporting the fare-box has 
on which is mounted 
doors.

of the car. The 
a small shelf for change, 

a set °f push buttons to govern the 
Each door is opened and closed by 

electrically controlled by the conductor through the push 
buttons. The opening and closing of the doors flashes signals 
to the motorman by an electric contact, which should make 
trailer operation much safer than 
pendent on the signal -bell.

compressed air

when he is entirely de-

The trailer is pulled by a 38 ft. motor car, equipped with 
four 40-h.p. motors of the Westinghouse 307-F type. The 
train is equipped with Westinghouse semi-automatic brakes 
and is coupled with the Tomlinson automatic air coupler. 
The couplers, while not yet entirely perfect, are a great im
provement over the couplers in general use on the old-type 
train. Cars equipped with the modern automatic air coupler 
can be coupled much more quickly and with much less 
danger to the employee than formerly, while the application 
of air brakes to both cars reduces very largely the danger 
of accidents through the heavier equipment. These two fea
tures, we believe, with the electric signal device, give thé 
requisite safety both to employees and the public.

When these trailers were first put in operation it was
decided that we should use them only during the rush hour 
morning and evening, and that trains would be left coupled 
so that it would not be necessary to switch, couple and un-

Capltal Costs.
Plant 2, 750 Kw. Sets.Po H.P.

$ 8,250 
50,400

M.P.
$ 8,250 

60,000

( ^er-ho
Comn?0 *<W" turbo-generators, complete 

P ete installation of 
sets

use and crane

two condensing
One 15.000

4,000
30,000

23,000 
’ 6,500Batt C°oling Plant

6ry °f boilers with 
regenerator .0ne essentials

8,000

$105,750$107,650

Annual Cost Sheet.
Pla

Mixed 
» Pres.

High
Pressure

sets. Mixed
Pressure

High
Pressure

enser 50 kw $$

^.Worfcn aR Annum 
" 2304 £g days of 8 ho 

r* hours at 600 kw.
2 1.382 4^ .

1.442 nno T condenser '■*>4,300 1,497,600

urs

1,442,300

1,442,300

1,497,600 

/1,497,600(SamN Shift^ as Day)

23?i h°°u2?,.dSs at 8 hrs- ■ ■
576,000 250 kw............

i- condenser....
U HV r, 'p

Ditto AV,OF Units 3,520,500 u, of Useful
•Units 3,340,800

635,900- 691,200

3,686,400

3,340,800

OPERATION OF TRAILERS IN 
WITH PEAK LOAD CITY

CONNECTION
SERVICE.

April 3, 1913-

ut°izmeClIh0Cating air comPressor exceeds the supply. By so 
Set wijf ™e exbaust steam of the reciprocating set the rotary 
presso suPPly air at 30 pounds absolute -to the main com- 
vitij ^ ant^ thus almost double the output of the main set 

° more steam than was used previously.
mixec] 6 Capital or initial costs of a high-pressure set and a 
°Perat;PreSSUre set are comPared in the following table. The 
-coliiernff expenses i°r a twelvemonth at an average deep 
As they ,w^ere exhaust steam is plentiful are also computed. 
horse.p^1 ant Under construction is of two units, each of 1,000 

Wer> the reciprocating engine is not considered :—
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1,250 kw. when supplied with 45,600 pounds of exhaust 
per hour.

steam
Two of the reciprocating engines have a total 

output of 1,550 kw. Consequently the output has been in
creased no less than 80 per cent, by the utilization of what 
was formerly waste steam. The condensers installed were 
the contra-flow condensers made by Richardson & Westgarth, 
and it is interesting to note that this Scottish 
the boldness to use the engineer had
, , , . , . sewage water of the city of Edin
burgh for circulating purposes.

.5 -
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AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS' 

CONVENTION AT OTTAWA.

Preliminary arrangements have been made for the 
fifth annual convention of the American Society of Civil 
gineers at Ottawa, Ont., June 17th to 20th, 1913- ^kfr 
H. Rust, city engineer of Victoria, B.C., is chairman 0 ^
Committee of Arrangements of the Board of Directi ( 
Charles Warren Hunt, secretary of the American Society 
Civil Engineers, and Henry W. Hodge are the other 111e 
hers of this committee.

The following are members of the local committee-^ 
Charles H. Keefer, chairman; S. J. iChapleau, C. R- ^ 

Coutlee, A. A. Dufresne, G. H. Duggan, Sir Sandford 
ing, H. Holgate, J. A. Jamieson, Phelps Johnson, T. 
Keefer, C. H. Mitchell, W. F. Tye, G. W. Volckman.

of

ntioD
and i*>Most of the members who expect to attend the conve 

will be in Ottawa by Tuesday morning, June 17th, 
the afternoon will be tendered a reception by the Ottawa .

informal receP»0 ’ 
becod6.

,8th, 
terffli”9'

city
officials. In the evening there will be an 
with dancing, so that members of the party can 
acquainted. At ten o’clock Wednesday morning, June 
the president will deliver the annual address, at the
tion of which the business meeting will convene. ,s

The local committee is arranging for various mee 
and excursions. It is expected that there will be two ^ 
ing lantern slide lectures, descriptive of engineering w° 
Canada ; several excursions to points of local interest ; a 
den party; golfing at the Royal Ottawa Golf Club links, ^
A rprentinn will 1.*f*r\Ar>rt>A flanyrlian gnci tv A
Engineers to the visiting members of the Amerie n S°c 

The entire programme is subject to change, ©xC< P 
the time for the president’s address and the business 10 
ing. The headquarters of the convention will be the Cba 
Laurier.

SoUtb
The expenditure on the harbor and railways in the 

African Union for the ensuing year is estimated at £*3'7^s 
SSo, which is an increase of nearly .£300,000 on the PreV1 gf 

This is exclusive of capital expenditure in respeyear.
the construction of new railways.

thatto station inspectors at some points to clear the steps so 
doors may be closed and the train properly started, 
believe that this trouble would entirely disappear if we were 
operating sufficient cars to take care of the traffic and t0 
prevent passengers from gathering in such large numbers.

The distribution of equipment, ever important, is especl" 
ally vital to the success of trailer operation. We have not 
yet been able to work this out to the best advantage because 
of the mixing of single cars with trains, already referre 
to, but are hopeful that with the second hundred trailers a 
better adjustment can be made.

Little trouble has been given us at switches on accouo 
of operating trailers. Some motormen in their endeavor 
keep their trains on time accelerate their motors too quick y

truck

We

when passing over switches, not waiting until the rear 
of the trailer has cleared the switch before they attain 1
maximum speed of their motors. ,

The operation of trailers in connection with peak-loa 
city service depends entirely upon the peculiar local conditij^ 
of the particular city service to which the trailer is to 
adapted, and I have thought best to give you merely ^ 
experience without attempting the broad application of t * 
experience. But I would say this much—as a person 
opinion—I feel that the trail car is suitable only for Pea 
loads, and they must be real peaks. A four-minute headwa> 
is the minimum which I consider warrants trailer operatic

couple them several times each day. This method of opera
tion is still pursued, and at present the motor cars are laid 
up during the greater part of the twenty-four hours. Upon 
the arrival of the next hundred trailers, however, it will be 
necessary for us to uncouple the trains in order to have the 
use of the motors during the day.

The first, and probably the greatest, advantage in 
operating trailers is in the cost of equipment. It will readily 
be seen that the elimination of motors and other electrical 
equipment from the car greatly reduces the cost of the equip
ment necessary to move rush-hour traffic, and the investment 
in idle equipment is smaller in proportion.

A second advantage is the carrying capacity of the trailer. 
In our case it is about twice that of the motor car. Seating 
seventy-two, while the motor seats but thirty-eight, the 
arrangement of seats noted earlier in this paper gives the 
trailer a standing area even larger in proportion than the 
similar area in the motor car. Thus, while the seating 
capacity of one of our trains is no passengers, we have 
carried over 350 passengers on a rush-hour trip, and it is 
not unusual to find 200 passengers on one trailer.

Another advantage is the reduction in operating costs 
made possible. The heavy extra loads just mentioned require 
the addition of only one man to a crew to handle, the trailer 
being in charge of one conductor and the train manned by 
the regular crew.

All the cars on the system of the Cleveland Railway are 
equipped with fare-boxes, and most of them are operated on 
the pay-enter plan. When the trailers were adopted it was 
intended to operate them also as pay-enter cars, but on 
account of the single-entrance and no-platform features it 
was found that loading took too much time and the method 
was changed so as to utilize the rear half of the trail car 
as a loading platform. Passengers boarding the trailer pay 
their fare as they go past the fare-box to the front end of 
the car, or if they go to the rear of the car, they do not 
pay their fare until leaving the car. In this manner about 
half of each load pays fare on the pay-enter plan and the 
other half on the pay-leave plan. This method has proved 
very' satisfactory, and little confusion resulted from the 
change in method, even when first put into effect.

We did experience a great deal of trouble for a time on 
account of the slowness of trains in getting over the line 
when mixed with single cars. It developed, however, that 
the slowness of operation was due rather to the inexperience 
of the platform men than to the number of passengers car
ried on the trains, and, after six months’ operation, we find 
that the amount of time necessary to operate a train over a 
given line is but little more than the amount required for 
a single car on the same line. The difference is so small 
in comparison to the amount of money saved in equipment 
and in the number of trainmen worked as to be negligible. 
In making up our schedules we arrange all runs so that both 
motormen and conductors can act as conductors on trailers 
during the rush hours. This, of course, requires fewer men 
to operate our schedules with any given number of cars than 
would be required if each car must be operated by two men. 
We find, also, that our runs can be arranged to better ad
vantage by this method.

The train signal system between conductors and motor- 
men is giving us some little trouble, trains being delayed for 
signals and slow in getting away from stops. Under our 
rules, even though a motorman receives his bell signal from 
the conductor, he should not start his car until he receives 
the signal light in the vestibule, indicating that all doors 
on the train are closed. Our present equipment being over
taxed in the rush hours, it often happens that passengers, 
attempting to crowd their way into cars already filled, stand 
in the doorways and prevent doors from closing. The con
ductor, busy at the fare-box, is unable to get to the door to 
get the passengers off the step. So it has been necessary
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ttawa, Ont.—Hon. J. D. Hazen has given notice of a gov- 
Queb™1 Providing for a federal loan of $3,500,000 to the 
Co 6C harbor Commission to enable the commission to 
P . rUct such terminal facilities as are necessary to pro- 
^roin tBe P°rt of Quebec. The money is to be advanced 
srrnilat^rae t0 t*me as n'eeded- The bill contains provisions 
t0 , r to those in the. act passed some years ago in regard 

e Montreal Harbor Commission.

in anc°uver, B.C—At Nanaimo on March 4, at the open- 
Inst.Sessr°n of the western branch of the Canadian Mining 
Br-.. Pte the secretary drew attention to the better position 

Columbia had reached in regard to loss of life in its 
mines.coal

For the ten-year period, 1903-1912, the death 
five WaS killed per thousand employed, while for the 
per ^far Period, 1908-12, it will be found to have been 4.34 
t0 °Usand employed. Credit should be given, in justice 
dUr-6 Provincial department of mines, the officials of which, 
ensu ^ recent years particularly, have done their utmost to 

re the safety of coal mine employees.
Montreal,

rate

Que.—The announcement was made recently
maj.j nc*°,n’ England, of what is thought may prove an epoch- 
proc ng invention in the steel trade. It is alleged that a 
gra(j Ss Ras been discovered for converting iron ore of any 
ist rg j.eVen sands, of which hundreds of millions of tons ex- 
the a-a_, y ^0r working) into steel of excellent quality without 
in . °f a blast furnace, the steel being produced direct, 
stg s ln^i® operation. Tests have already been made of the 
0btain .produCed at an experimental plant and the results 
no Col® are remarkable. No blast furnace is required, and 
ture as6, 'virich means an initial saving of capital expendi- 
"Fich We*i as economy in production, while ores can be used 
The o 3t- present time, have no market value whatever. 
Pr°d f6] 's reduced by heat obtained from a gas, which is 
at 0 Ce° fr°m slag.

e't«ird of its present cost.
St.

C°nstrucf - -
^ertQin 10n t^le ^nal 225 miles of the Canada and Gulf 
With t},1 Rai,Way connecting the present terminus at Matane 
the Ve e Basin of Gaspe. The projected line runs through 
Üttl6 Centre of the Gaspe Peninsula, about which very 
•bent jg88 Rnoxvn up to a few years ago, yet the announce- 
heezi n°w made that complete surveys and locations have 
Br°babl 6 a*°ng tRe entire route, and that construction will 
f°r two" 1)6 begun during the coming summer and continued 

time °r tBree years, as it will probably take that length 
n0\v h ,to btmg" the rails down to the big government wharf 
*east f0’ng constructed at Gaspe Basin, where there is at 
lent hn>’ feet °f water at low tide. The federal govern
or mi] Ve SuBsidized this enterprise at the rate of $3,200 

y rea . an<f this sum will be doubled if the cost of the rail- 

vern-

It is claimed that steel can be made

John, N.B.—Negotiations are now going on for the

Wa
So v( es a certain sum. On the other hand, the Quebec 
per j^.. ent have granted a subsidy of three thousand acres

Monu °r the entire 225 miles.
•'•ereSt 6a*’ Que-—Montreal electrical engineers have become 

tr*cal *n Mr. Denys L. Selby Bigge, the English elec- 
°f elC(:t Pert, who is promoting direct current transmission 

ai>„ ’C energy for long distances. 
s of his

>nte

Vaat Some of the ad- 
Long distanceV^ission 

of lstance

system are as follows : 
of electricity in bulk with ground return

The electrifications ofr 400 to 500 miles. ----
ads, owing to the low cost of transmission, 

for the line, which in conjunction with 
°f high tension direct current traction motors 

ey 'me, would greatly reduce the construction and

rail
a . feed«TS

formah<3 ‘roll

COAST TO COAST.
operative costs. The ease with which pulp mills or other 
industries in which direct current motors of high 
used, could be driven from the initial generating

power are 
source,

directly in series with the line, without any transformation 
either up or down—thus effecting great simplicity and ef
ficiency in operation. The direct current system is not alto
gether new to Europe. The system has been in operation 
for four and a half years from Moutiers, in Switzerland, to 
Lyons. It was found possible to extend the system consider- 
ably, and has been linked up with water powers at Bredoire 
and Roselle.

Ottawa, Ont.—During the past few weeks the Canadian 
Northern Railway Company has been pressing the 
ment to come to its assistance in

govern-
a generous manner and 

assist the company to meet pressing financial obligations in 
connection with the completion of its transcontinental line. 
Sir William Mackenzie is now in Europe in connection with 
a general financial re-organization scheme, on behalf of the 
Mackenzie and Mann railway and allied enterprises. It is 
understood that the world-wide financial stringency has had 
a serious effect on the efforts to float... new loans to keep all
their gigantic and inter-related interests from suffering 
through the lack of ready money. The appeal for federal 
assistance has been pending for some time, but government 
action has so far been delayed by the exigencies of the 
issue.

naval
It is understood that the measure of assistance 

some twenty-five million dollars, partly 
by way of direct subsidies for the company’s lines 
hitherto subsidized from the federal treasury, and partly 
by way of a loan on the security of the company’s 
railway lines. The details of the legislation have 
yet been finally worked out, but it is understood that 
eral basis of agreement has been reached between the 
ernment and Sir William Mackenzie and Sir Donald Mann. 
The railway company claims that, in view of the magnitude 
of its undertaking, it is entitled to federal assistance pro
portionate to that given to the C.P.R. and the Grand Trunk 
Pacific.

sought involves

not

not 
a gen- 

gov-

_ -_i;'æ.-

PERSONAL.

MILLIS M. FERGUSON, graduate of Queen’s University 
in 04, has resigned his position of city engineer of Guelph, 
Ont.

MR. HOLLAND, assistant city engineer of Guelph, 
Ont., has been appointed temporary city engineer in place 
of Millis Ferguson, resigned.

9?*^' T'. CLARK, B.A., graduate of Toronto University 
in Civil Engineering, of class ’06, has resigned his position 
as city engineer of Saskatoon.

R' H'. THOMSON> late city engineer of Seattle",. 
Wash., now engineer in charge of Strathcona Park for the- 
province of British Columbia, and Mr ,C 
gineer of Victoria, B.C., have been 
vincial

H. Rust, city en- 
requested by the pm- 

government to report upon the proposed Sewage 
scheme for greater Vancouver, which has recently been sub
mitted to the various municipalities interested by Mr. R. S. 
Lea, of Montreal. The government have agreed to guar
antee the interest upon bonds to the extent of five million 
do lars this being the amount that Mr. Lea recommends 
should be expended at once. The remaining five million 
dollars to be spread over a period of some years.

MR. B. RAYMOND PHILBRICK has been 
head of the buildings branch of the Department 
Works, Saskatchewan, taking the place of Mr. 
man, who has resigned by letter from England, 
brick has been in the employment of this

appointed 
of Public 

W. P. Colt- 
Mr. Phil- 

government for 
the past three years, and is a surveyor who commenced his
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CANADIAN TECHNICAL SOCIETIES
ALBERTA ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS.—President, R. W. Lines, 

Edmonton ; Hon. Secretary, W. D. Cromarty, Edmonton, Alta. ^
ALBERTA ASSOCIATION OF LAND SURVEYORS—President, L. 

Charlesworth, Edmonton; Secretary and Registrar, R. W. Càutley, Edition 
ASSOCIATION OF SASKATCHEWAN LAND SURVEYORS-—Presides 

A. C. Garner,Regina ; Secretary-Treasurer, H. G. Phillips, Regina-
ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF SASKATCHEWAN-—President, N- 

Murchy ; Secretary, Mr. McClung, Regina- _ -
BRITISH COLUMBIA LAND SURVEYORS’ ASSOCIATION.-Preside^ 

W. S- Drewry, Nelson, B-C-; Secretary-Treasurer, S- A. Roberts, Victoria, • 
BRITISH COLUMBIA SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.—President, nuu 

Horton; Secretary, John Wilson, Victoria, B.C- . u r.
BUILDERS’ CANADIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION.—President, c- 

Nesbitt; Secretary-Treasurer, J- H Lauer, Montreal, Que. oîJpnt»ASSOCIATION OF STATIONARY ENGINEERS.—Preside^ 
Wm. Norris, Chatham, Ont. ; Secretary, W. A. Crockett, Mount Hamilton,

CANADIAN CEMENT AND CONCRETE ASSOCIATION—President, Pet
Gillespie, Toronto, Ont. ; Secretary-Treasurer, Wm. Snaith, 57 Adelaide »
^CANADIAN CLAY PRODUCTS’ MANUFACTURERS’ ASSOCIATION- 
President, W. McCredie ; Secretary-Treasurer, D. O- McKinnon, Toronto

CANADIAN ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION.—President, A- A. Dion,OttaW 
Secretary, T. S. Young, 220 King Street W., Toronto.

CANADIAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION.—President, Hon-W-A. Charlto »
M.P., Toronto ; Secretary. James Lawler, Canadian Building, Ottawa- .

CANADIAN GAS ASSOCIATION.—President, Arthur Hewitt, Genera 
Manager Consumers’ Gas Company, Toronto ; John Kelilor. Secretary-Trea
Hamilton, Ont. __ _ t»

CANADIAN INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE ASSOCIATION.—Presia ^ 
W- Doan, M.D., Harrietsville, Ont. ; Secretary-Treasurer, Francis Dagger, 
Richmond Street West, Toronto.

THE CANADIAN INSTITUTE.—198 College Street, Toronto.
J. B. Tyrrell ; Secretary, Mr. J. Patterson.

CANADIAN MINING INSTITUTE.-Windsor Hotel, Montreal.
Dr. A. E. Barlow, Montreal ; Secretary. H. Mortimer Lamb, Windsor 
Montreal. T „njon,

CANADIAN PEAT SOCIETY.—President, J. McWilliam, M.D., Long 
Ont. ; Secretary-Treasurer, Arthur J. Forward, B.A., 22 Castle t>u 
Ottawa, Ont.

THE CANADIAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION.-President. ,
Charles A. Hodgetts, Ottawa ; General Secretary, Major Lome Drum, Ut

Goodchild; Secretary

He took part in the Jamieson raid,career in Cape Town, 
and after a term in the Matabeleland Mounted Police, re
sumed the practice of his profession in England. With his 
father Mr. Philbrick became a large contractor for several

He has until re- Mc-public works, prior to coming to Alberta, 
cently been supervising the work of constructing the hospital 
for the insane at Battleford.

CANADIANCANADIAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

At a meeting of the Vancouver Branch of the Canadian 
Society of Civil Engineers held recently, Mr. A. D. Creer, 
chief assistant to Mr. Horace Lea, the consulting engineer 
of the Burrard Peninsula Sewage Disposal Commission, out
lined the work which it is hoped to undertake in order to 
efficiently dispose of the sewage of the Burrard Peninsula 

There are five drainage areas, Mr. Creer stated,area.
namely, the Fraser River, False Creek, English Bay, Bur-

The total area to be taken Presidentrard Inlet and Burnaby Lake.
Mr. iCreer read passages from thecare of is 52,000 acres, 

report of the consulting engineer showing the way in which 
effects the waters into which it is emptied and the

President*
Hotel-

sewage
plans which the commission have adopted as being able to 
cope with the problem.

pr.

CANADIAN RAILWAY CLUB—President, A. A.
James Powell. P.O. Box 7, St. Lambert, near Montreal, P.Q.

CANADIAN STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.—President,
Dubee, Montreal ; Secretary, Acton Burrows, 70 Bond Street, Toronto. ^

CANADIAN SOCIETY OF FOREST ENGINEERS—President, Dr. Ferno 
Toronto. ; Secretary. F. W. H. Jacombe, Department of the Interior, Ottaw 

CENTRAL RAILWAY AND ENGINEERING CLUB.—Toronto,
G. Baldwin : Secretary. C. L. Worth, 409 Union Station. Meets third lues 
each month except June, July and August.

DOMINION LAND SURVEYORS—President, Mr. R. A. Belanger. 
Secretary.Treasurer. E. M. Dennis, Dept, of the Interior, Ottawa.

EDMONTON ENGINEERING SOCIETY—President, J. Chalmers : 
ary, B. F. Mitchell, City Engineer’s Office, Edmonton, Alberta.

ENGINEERING SOCIETY, TORONTO UNIVERSITY—President, 
Mechin ; Corresponding Secretary, A. W. Sime.

ENGINEERS' CLUB OF MONTREAL.—Secretary, C. M. Strange,
Hall Square, Montreal.

ENGINEERS' CLUB OF TORONTO.-96 King Street West.
Willis Chipman : Secretary, R. B. Wolsey. Meeting every Thursday ev 
during the fall and winter months. _ .. v-aPP-

INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS—President, Dr'_G’ *tary- 
Secretary, P. F. Rowell, Victoria Embankment. London, W.C. ; Hon. seer 
Treasurer for Canada, Lawford Grant, Power Building, Montreal, Que.

INSTITUTION OF MINING AND METALLURGY—President, u, 
Taylor ; Secretary, C. McDermid. London, England. Canadian me?} «ijiler 
Council Prof. F. D. Adams, J. B. Porter. H. E. T. Haultain and W. H- 
and Messrs W. H. Trewartha-James and J. B. Tyrrell.

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PREVENTION OF
—Secretary R. C. Harris, City Hall, Toronto.__  , clnglaHd’MANITOBA ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS.—President, W. Fmg 
Winnipeg: Secretary. R. G. Hanford. c,,rretaO"

MANITOBA LAND SURVEYORS—President, J. L. Doupe ; Secre 
Treasurer, W. B. Young. Winnipeg, Man. .

NOVA SCOTIA MINING SOCIETY—President, T. J. Brown, Sydney 
C. B. ; Secretary, A. A. Hayward. , J.

NOVA SCOTIA SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS, HALIFAX.-President, ^ 
MacKenzie; Secretary, A. R. McCleave, Assistant Road Commissioner s 
Halifax, N.S

ONTARIO . „ „
Ottawa ; Secretary. H. E. Moore, 195 Bioor St. E., Toronto. ;deflt'

ONTARIO PROVINCIAL GOOD ROADS ASSOCIATION—P^s.jtby! 
N. Vermilyea, Belleville: Hon. Secretary-Treasurer, J. E. Farewell, vv 
Secretary-Treasurer, G. S. Henry, Oriole. nobie’

ONTARIO LAND SURVEYORS’ ASSOCIATION—President, J- =>’ 
Thessalon ; Secretary, L. V. Rorke, Toronto. T. liiJjflfb

TECHNICAL SOCIETY OF PETERBORO.—Bank of Commerce B 
Peterboro. General Secretary, N. C. Mills, P.O. Box 995, Peterboro, O ’

THE PEAT ASSOCIATION OF CANADA—Secretary, Wm. J. w’
New Drawer, 2263, Main P.O., Montreal. tary

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS. Sec 
J E. Ganier, No- 5. Beaver Hall Square, Montreal. . n, 0»‘'

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY ENGINEERING SOCIETY.—Kingston, 
President. W. Dalziel : Secretary. J. C. Cameron. DWrson, Rek'"*'

REGINA ENGINEERING SOCIETY—President, A. J. McPherson, 
Secretary, J, A. Gibson, 2429 Victoria Avenue, Regina. ^ C.

ROYAL ARCHITECTURAL INSTITUTE OF CANADA -President^ flail 
Russell, Winnipeg. Man. ; Hon. Secretary, Alcide Chausse, No. 5.
Square, Montreal, Que.

ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY.—President,
Toronto ; Secretary, J. R. Collins, Toronto.

SOCIETY OF CHEMICAL INDUSTRY.—Wallace P. Cohoe,
Alfred Burton, Toronto, Secretary.

UNDERGRADUATE SOCIETY OF APPLIED SCIENCE,
VERSITY —President. W. G. Mitchell ; Secretary, H. F. Cole. Dunc^î'

WESTERN CANADA IRRIGATION ASSOCIATION—President p.O-
Marshall, Edmonton, Alta. Permanent Secretary, Norman S- 
Box 1317, Calgary, Alta. accredit

WESTERN CANADA RAILWAY CLUB.-President, R. R- N.'eldLV] t*ctV 
W. H Rosevear. P.O. Box 1707, Winnipeg. Man. Second Monday 
June. July and August at Winnipeg.

PatrickCOMING MEETINGS.
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.-Meeting of 

the Toronto Section will be held at the Engineers' Club. 96 King St. West, at 
8 p.m., Friday. March 28th. Secretary, H. I. Case, 709 Continental Life Bldg., 
Toronto.

CANADIAN ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION.—Annual Convention will be 
held in Fort William, June 23, 24 and 25, Secretary, T. S. Young, 220 King 
Street W., Toronto.

THE INTERNATIONAL ROADS CONGRESS—The Third International 
Roads Congress will be held in London, England, in June, 1913. Secretary, W. 
Rees Jeffreys, Queen Anne’s Chambers, Broadway, Westminster, London, S.W.

THE INTERNATIONAL GEOLOGICAL CONGRESS—Twelfth Annual 
Meeting to be held in Canada during the summer of 1913. Secretary, W. S- 
Lecky, Victoria Memoriam Museum, Ottawa

Ottawa !

Secret-

F. C-

9 Beav«r

Presiednin<

ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.
EdgarofCANADIAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.—413 Dorchester Street 

Montreal. President. Phelps d Johnson;,.'.Secretary. ProfessorWest.
C. H. McLeod.
KINGSTON BRANCH—Chairman, A. K. Kirkpatrick; Secretary, L. W Gill ;

Headquarters : School of Mines, Kingston.
MANITOBA BRANCH.—Chairman. J. A. Hesketh; Secretary, E. E. Brydone- 
jack, 83 Canada Life Building, Winnipeg. Regular meetings on first Thursday 
of every month from November to April.
OTTAWA BRANCH—

177 Sparks St. Ottawa. Chairman. R. F. Uniacke, Ottawa ; Secretary, 
H. Victor Brayley, N.T. Ry., Cory Bldg. Meetings at which papers are 
read, 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of fall and winter months; on other Wednes
day nights in month there are informal or business meetings,

/QUEBEC BRANCH—Chairman, A. R. Decary ; Secretary, A. Amos; meet
ings held twice a month at room 40, City Hall.

TORONTO BRANCH—96 King Street West, Toronto. Chairman, E. A. James ; 
Secretary-Treasurer, A. Garrow. Meets last Thursday of the month at 
-Engineers’ Club.

CALGARY BRANCH—Chairman, H. B. Mucklestone ; Secretary-Treasurer, 
P. M. Sauder.

VANCOUVER BRANCH—Chairman, G. E. G. Conway ; Secretary-Treasurer, 
F. Pardo Wilson, Address: 422 Pacific Building, Vancouver, B.C. 

\YICTORIA BRANCH—Chairman, F. C. Gamble; Secretary, R. W. MacIntyre ? 
Address P.O. Box 1290.

SMOK^'

Mines'

edith.ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS —President, C- P- Mer

MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATIONS
WtsiTARld MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION President. Mayor Lees, Hamilton. 

* tv Treasurer Mr. K- W. McKay. County Clerk, St. Thomas, Ontario.

Radisson. Sask. ASSOCIATION.—President, Wm Mason, Bon
r9E.£Lc.Jv Treasurer James McNicol. Blackfalds, Alta.

Accord, Alta. Secy-T (VANAU1AN MUN1C1PALTIES—President. Chase. Hoplwdl, MayorNofOFttawAa^on. Secretary-Treasurer. W. D. Lighthall, K.C. 

Ex-Mayor of Westmount BRUNSWICK MUNICIPALITIES—President.
Councillor SiddalL Port Elghu Hon. Secretary-Treasurer J. W. McCready, City 

Clerk. Fte£'er‘?iorV,rYVA SCOTIA MUNICIPALITIES.—President, Mr. A. S.
MaCwioNWOFdesAAsnKATCHEWAN ^UNfcïpALITIES—'PreswSrt^M^w

Bee, L=™bvcrÂLBeRyTVseHSCOLLmBIAHMUNUcïl)AL'lTIES—President, Mayor 
P,anUta.,0NNan0aimBoR1B.C.: ^on” Secretary-Treasure, Mr. H. Bose, Surrey

Centre, B.C.
UNION OF

Mayor of Camrose: Tn„ .
UNION OF MANITOBA 

Pipestone, Man.; Secy-Treasurer.

w»rt' 

Chairnl,n
Prof. Louis B. ste

US1'
McGlf-l-

Reeve Cardale, Oak River, Man..


